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Leadership UCF 
gets students out 
of the classroom 
TAYLOR SIKES 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
"The most valuable experience 
Leadership UCF has provided to 
me is the exposure to differing 
points of view," said E. Kay' 
Nowak, a 42-year-old UCF student 
and member of LUCF. "In all of 
my educational and personal expe-
from those experiences. Students 
maintain journals, prepare reports 
and participate in group discus-
sions and problem solving. 
"As we talk about the shared 
experiences of our field trips, the 
perspectives are incredibly 
diverse," Nowak said. "The ques-
tions that are raised, for example, 
are motivated by our individual 
riences, I am 
with people 
who share my 
experiential 
background. 
LUCF is a vehi-
cle through 
which I have 
met individuals 
with a wide 
-\\- experiences. I hear after every session ques-
tions that I 
would not have 
thought of even 
after days of 
information pro-
It (the program)_ 
takes students 
behind the scenes. 
variety of back-
grounds." 
Leadership UCF is a two semes-
ter course worth three credits. It is 
designed to get students out of the 
classroom and into the Central 
Florida community. Participants in 
the program have the opportunity 
to meet with local businesses, gov-
ernment and cultural leaders. 
The class is different from other 
cessing." 
- Susan Foisy The 
class is divided 
up into different 
~opics, including art, computer sci-
ence, government, and business. 
Field"trips are planned around each 
topic. Recent field trips taken by 
LUCF have been to places like 
Channel 2 News, a homeless shel-
ter and Orlando International 
Airport. 
"It takes students behind the 
UCF courses because learning scenes," said Susan Foisy, adminis-
revolves around field trips into the 
community and discussions held PROGRAM, Page 3 
SPECIAL TO THE FuTURE 
Leadership UCF students participate in a ropes 
course as part of group building while on retreat. 
College of Engineering receives $480,000 grant 
Environment 
Learning 
Center in 
development, 
Pa.rtially 
funded by 
grant 
JAMES COMBS 
STAFF WRITER 
UCF's College of Engineering was one of · 
nine universities to receive a grant from 
Lockheed Martin Corporation. The grant is 
given to institutions that demonstrate excel-
lence in their engineering and computer science 
programs . 
The $480,000 grant will go toward several 
areas of development: 
•undergraduate academic and research awards 
•graduate student fellowships in engineering 
and optical science 
•the undergraduate bridge work study program 
•undergraduate multidisciplinary design team 
awards 
•the development of the synthetic Environment 
Learning Center and faculty awards to 
develop new curriculum for the center 
•information systems tech subcontracts 
''This is an example of private help teaming 
with a public university to solve problems of 
the future that haven't been looked at yet," said 
Martin Wanielista, dean for the College of 
Engineering. "It's a tremendous opportunity for 
LEARNING, Page 2 
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Nilsson said working at the UN was hard ·and 
stressful because of the amount of work to be done 
and because she saw no immediate results. She 
said ·tensions were high because conflicts were 
·constantly breaking out that the Peacekeeping 
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Learning Center will cost $200,000 
FROM PAGE 1 
faculty and students to get involved 
with industry in an area that we feel 
very confident about-simulation." 
Jack Seiter, director of External 
Resources, said the synthetic 
Environment Leaming Center will 
cost $200,000, and the university 
will pay $100,000 of that. He 
expects the center, which will be 
built at the Research Park Pavilion, 
to be completed by the end of sum-
mer. 
When the center is complete, 
both graduate and undergraduate 
engineering students will study 
how to apply simulation to real-life 
concepts. Members of the engi-
neering school are currently 
assembling a group of faculty and 
professionals to help them define 
the scope and value of the center. 
"This will be a way to bring dif-
ferent applications of simulation 
into one focus area, and then 
enhance it and migrate it back out 
to a larger population," Seiter said. 
The synthetic environment, a 
concept originated by the military, 
involves an expanded and interac-
tive simulation. 
"This differs from a simulation 
in that the environment changes in 
reaction to the participant's choic-
es," Wanielista said. "If you are in a 
driving simulation, for instance, 
and you run over a box, in the usual 
simulation nothing would happen 
~eyond that occurrence. But in a 
synthetic environment, the action 
would change the environment. 
The box could have been knocked 
into another lane and caused anoth-
er car to hit it. This kind of simula-
tion is a lot more like real-world sit-
uations." 
Seiter said the goal of the pro-
gram is to find out how students 
and faculty can work in the areas of 
simulation and virtual reality, and 
solve the engineering problems of 
-\\-
This kind of 
simulation is a lot 
more like real~ 
world situations. 
- Martin Wanielista 
corporations. 
"We want to create simulation 
environments for corporations to 
develop a product, put the product 
in motion, and have it ready to go 
in the shortest time possible," 
Seiter said. "It's an innovative way 
of cutting down the time that man-
ufacturing companies have to deal 
with in terms of parts and inven-
tions." 
He also hopes his students will 
make simulations useful for train-
ing. 
"There are many pilot simula-
tions that were invented to help 
pilots fly better," he said. "Because 
of costs, you just can't get on an F-
16 and fly around all day. But you 
can get in a simulator and practice 
on one. The better quality of the 
simulator, the better prepared a 
pilot will be when he's really fly-
ing." 
The bridge program includes 
high school graduates working at 
Lockheed Martin during the sum-
mer while taking engineering class-
es during the fall. The program is a 
vehicle for encouraging students to 
enter the field. 
"They can continue working 
with Lockheed Martin while study-
ing at UCF," Wanielista said. 
Vance Coffman, Lockheed 
Martin Corp. chair and CEO, said, 
"We are naturally dependent upon 
the quality of education in our 
schools of engineering and comput-
er science to provide a competitive 
work force for our ongoing busi-
ness concerns. We believe we can 
help ensure a steady stream of 
potential candidates for employ-
ment in the high-tech industry 
through our support for these insti-
tutions." 
Lockheed Martin employs more 
engineering graduates from UCF 
than any other institution in the 
country. 
The corporation will distribute 
$3.5 million to the nine universi-
ties. UCF will receive its grant over 
a four-year period. 
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Grants to be given to 
recent education grads 
NICOLE KING 
NEWS EDITOR 
UCF's Student Council for 
Exceptional Children(SCEC) 
will award four $250 grants to 
recent education graduates of 
UCF. The grants are to be used 
for classroom supplies. 
The SCEC sold College of 
Education T-shirts last semes-
ter to raise the 
money. The grants 
will be awarded to 
teachers who have 
graduated from UCF 
within the past three years and 
are teaching in schools in low 
socio-economic areas. 
SCEC co-president Donica 
Steffen said the council will 
send out letters to schools 
within the next two weeks 
.asking for applicants. 
Teachers from the tri-county 
area, Orange, Osceola and 
Seminole counties, are eligi-
ble to apply. 
"A lot of beginning teach-
ers don't get very much 
money for their classes," 
Steff en said. "This is to help 
them out." 
SCEC co-president Janel 
Tweed said it will be up to the 
teachers how they apply. 
"They can either write a 
letter, have their kids write a 
letter, do some video or audio. 
We're going to leave it up to 
them," she said. 
Tweed said council mem-
bers will visit the classrooms 
of the finalists and observe 
them with their classes when 
they are making their final 
decision. 
•The Health and Physics 
Building(HPB) will be 
renamed the Mathematics and 
Physics Building(MAP) start-
ing this spring. The College of 
Health and Public Affairs will 
move out of the building as 
soon as construction on its 
new building is completed. 
The M~thematics Department 
will move into HPB, joining 
the Physics Department, dur-
ing the summer. 
•Student Accounts/Loans 
and the Collections Office is 
back in the Administration 
Building's Room 107 from 
Trailer 541. All telephone 
extensions will remain the 
same. 
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Lessons That 
Will Last 
A Lifetime. 
OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL 
Put that college degree to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer 
Training School. Upon successful completion of the Officer Training 
School, you will become a commissioned Air Force officer with 
earned respect and benefits like - great starting pay, medical and 
dental care, management and travel 
AIM HIGH opportunities. For more on how to qualify 
AIR and get your career soaring with the =-~-;,~ Air Force OfficerTraining School, call ~Iii~ 1-800-423-USAF, or visit our website at 
www.airforce.com www.airforce.com 
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Students strive to see both sides 
of a conflict at school and home 
FROM PAGE 1 
Division had to respond to. Nilsson said she appre-
ciated the sometimes tense atmosphere and found 
it encouraging because the people there seemed to 
care about what they were doing and they still had 
hope. 
Today, Nilsson said she uses her diplomatic 
skills as a graduate assistant in the Office of 
Support and Information Services(OASIS), an 
office that advises undergraduates in the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
"People come in angry at us," she said. "I try 
not to take it personally and to see the other per-
son's side. I try to take in account that somebody 
might have had a bad day or have been sent all 
over campus. I try to help them while taking that 
into account. 
"I am interested in both sides of a conflict and 
trying to see both sides. If there is a conflict, then 
there are two sides to the story. If I start hitting 
you, that is not a conflict, but if you start hitting me 
back, then you have a conflict. 
"If you can look at each side and understand the 
issues, then you can work toward a resolution. I 
think we often fail to see each other's side and 
where each other is corning from. Instead, we see 
each other as potential threats." 
Nilsson remembers a recent student who need-
ed a transient student form signed so she could take 
classes at another school during her last 30 hours at 
UCF. Nilsson said she told her she needed special 
permission to interrupt her residency and the stu-
dent began getting angry and arguing with her. 
"I jumped to conclusions that she was getting 
frustrated with me when she was actually mad 
because she had been sent all around campus," 
Nilsson said. "It ended up that she needed perrnis-
sion from.the Business Department instead of get-
ting angry at me." 
Nilsson pointed out that sometimes the funniest 
things turn into light-hearted conflicts. "One kind 
of silly example is when my parents were arguing 
over what kind of French fries to buy," she said. 
"My dad wanted the big, fat kind and my mom 
wanted the ruffled kind. They sent me to the gro-
cery store and not knowing what to do, I got the 
ones in the middle. I got the long, skinny fries, 
which made them both happy." 
Nilsson said she also uses her conflict resolu-
tion skills at home with her boyfriend. 
"I will come home and fix dinner and my 
boyfriend might say, 'I didn't want that,' or make 
some smart aleck remark that will offend me. Then 
he doesn't understand why I am mad at him. It 
could have stopped when he made the remark 
about the food. Maybe he had a bad day or maybe 
he is allergic to mushrooms. You never know. 
SPECIAL TO TBE F'UTURE 
One student is carried by her peers in a trust exercise while on a retreat in Palm Coast, Fla. 
·Program selective when choosing students 
FROM PAGE 1 soap, shampoo and toothpaste 
for the center. 
strated leadership skills in their 
community, and if they are com-
mitted to full participation in the 
program. 
trative assistant to Joyce Domer, 
Leadership UCF program coor-
dinator. "They see it behind the 
scenes, then talk to someone in a 
leadership position." 
During the fall semester, 
LUCF begins the program with 
a weekend retreat to the Federal 
Aviation Center in Palm Coast, 
Fla. On the retreat, students 
interact in skill development 
activities, for example, a ropes 
course. The weekend is designed 
to bring the class together as a 
team. 
"The retreat is kind of a like a 
bonding system," Foisy said. 
Each semester the program 
also does a service project. This 
year LUCF is working with 
Threshold, a behavioral center 
that provides therapy and care 
for physically challenged peo-
ple. LUCF collected items like 
"It gives them hands-on com-
munity experience," Foisy said. 
"This takes students out there 
and let's them put it together." 
Leadership UCF is offered 
through the College of Health 
and Public Affairs, and although 
open to students of all majors 
has a limited enrollment. 
Students can apply directly to 
the program or be nominated by 
faculty. Their applications are 
then reviewed by the Leadership 
UCF Steering Committee, made 
up of representatives of each of 
UCF's colleges. 
To be admitted to the pro-
gram, a student must be either a 
junior or senior, have an overall 
cumulative GPA of 3.0, and have 
completed at the least one 
semester at UCF. The Steering 
Committee also looks at whether · 
or not the applicant has demon-
LUCF runs from fall through 
spring and is graded on a 
pass/fail basis. Student's ·evalua-
tion will be judged on their work 
in their journals, reports and in 
their participation in the class. 
"Leadership UCF has 
enhanced my tolerance of and 
respect for diversity," , Nowak 
said. "As a professional in the 
making, I must be more in tune 
with the diverse expressions the 
marketplace holds. LUCF is a 
timely contribution to my educa-
tional experience." 
For more information about 
Leadership UCF, applications 
are available in all Deans' 
Offices, the Student Affairs 
Office, or call the College of 
Health and Public Affairs at 
823-0171. 
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Putting together the. perfect resume 
JAMES COMBS 
STAFF WRITER 
Bill Clark, manager of Sears 
Resume Service, thumbs 
through 3,000 resumes every 
year. Each one contains a print-
ed summary of the work and 
education of job-seeking col-
lege students. If he sees mis-
spellings or other signs of slop-
piness on a resume, it ends up 
buried in the rejection pile. 
"I've had students who mis-
spelled words and I've even had 
students who misspelled my 
name," Clark said. "That shows 
they weren't paying attention to 
details." 
Welcome to the real world of 
a hiring professional. Clark and 
others like him are the ones 
who will look first at that piece 
of paper you sent. If it doesn't 
show you at your very best for 
the advertised position, then 
they have little reason to hold 
on to it. 
In many cases, your resume 
will also be screened by an 
electronic scanning system that 
searches for "key words" that 
match you to the job. If you 
haven't used the right words 
and fonts, you' 11 be out of the 
running before a human ~ven 
sees your resume. 
Getting Organized 
The resume should begin 
with a heading that includes 
your name on the first line, 
address on the second line, and 
telephone number on the third 
line. 
Beverly Harvey, a certified 
professional resume writer and 
owner of Harvey Resume and 
Career Services, said, "I find 
that many college students like 
to put their name, address and 
telephone number all on the 
same line. This looks very awk-
ward and the scanner isn't set 
up to read a _resume that way." 
Harvey said it would be wise to 
include an e-mail addi:ess on the 
fourth line. 
"Listing your e-mail address 
is a tremendous plus," she said. 
"Many firms are beginning to 
use e-mail to notify students 
when they've been invited to an 
interview. It also shows that 
you're technically savvy." 
Don't Hesitate Using an Obiective 
Next, you may want to 
include an objective, which 
states the job title that someone 
is seeking. Resumes are not 
required to have an objective, 
but Clark feels it is critically 
important. 
"I'm not going to spend time 
wondering what it is someone 
wants to do," he said. "If a stu-
dent doesn't list an objective, 
then I don't even think he's 
worth interviewing. Sometimes 
students aren't exactly sure 
what they're looking for, and 
that makes it pretty hard to 
write about it. But if someone is 
fairly specific, then their objec-
tive becomes their thesis and 
the rest of the resume becomes 
their proof." 
Your Education is Important 
After the objective comes a 
section on the student's educa-
tion. 
"It's always a good idea to 
have the most important infor-
mation at the top," 
Harvey said. "For col-
lege students, it's their 
degree, and it will be 
Don't Forget Activities, Awards, etc. 
Last on the resume is a listing 
of activities, awards, and other 
achievements. They can be listed 
together or individually. 
"The biggest thing I look for is 
how the students did in school 
Writing a resume can be a 
daunting experience. 
when students include special 
skills, such as fluency in a lan-
guage. a,t the bottom of the 
resume. 
"Such expertise is especially 
important to mention because 
scanning· systems will pick it up, 
and the resume will have 
a greater chance of being 
picked for a job involv-
ing that sk111," he said. 
that way until they 
have three to five 
years of experience in 
a particular field." 
At a minimum, the 
education ·section 
should include your 
degree, when it was 
earned or is expected, 
and what college or 
university you attend-
ed or are attending. 
The following is a list of tips that Beverly Harvey 
compiled from the advice of employers, career 
counselors and recent graduates whose resumes 
helped them land meaningful employment. 
Surviving the Scanner 
Pam Ripley, 
manager and owner of 
Career Build€:1rs in 
Winter Park, said that •Pay careful attention to spelling, punctuation, 
' grammar and siyle 
•Proofread carefulty, using a dictionary and a style-
book~ and have several other peopte proofread it 
since many resumes go 
through a scanner; it's 
important to prepare a 
resume for it. 
as· w~lJ . . :.:~ :~ . 
Clark said that 
many students include 
their grade point aver-
age. He said that he 
likes to see a GPA list-
ed, but won't toss out 
a resume because it's 
not there. 
'•Or~ize lilfor[}'l~ti9tj:J!l a 'logic~tfasM<:m · 
•Keep1~9escripti0ns ~J~arr an~ td'~le pdl?.t 
i.Coo_fj,f\e your inforii'Ja~lon to oj· page ~ 
•ti · ··' a · · 
"I prefer higher 
GPAs, but I've inter-
viewed students who 
have a 2.2 or 2.3 
because they had other 
strong attributes," he 
said. 
If students have 
taken courses that 
relate to the work they 
are seeking, they 
should include a sec-
ti on on relevant 
course work, listing those 
courses. Debbie Osborne, a 
1997 U ri.i versity of "Plorida 
graduate and now a merchan-
dise analyst for Sears, said she 
listed a concentration under the 
education heading, after her 
Bachelor of Science degree in 
finance and her GP A. 
"I listed creative and critical 
thinking, writing, psychology, 
Spanish and foreign cultur~s­
things that would help make me 
more marketable," she said. 
Clark said he especially likes 
to see courses listed if the job 
applicant has studied a particu-
lar program or concept but has-
n't had the chance to use it on 
the job. 
~<:! 
and what extracurricular activi-
ties they were in," Hartman said. 
"I like people who participate and 
assume leadership roles-people 
who are assertive and go-get-
ters." 
Clark said that he's impressed 
The scanner 
searches resumes for the 
''key words" it has been 
programmed to find-
words that define the 
requisites of a particular 
job. For example, the 
key words for an 
accountant might be "BS 
in accounting, accounts 
payable, accounts 
receivable, IRS 
Amendments and CPA." 
"If your resume 
doesn't have these key 
words, the computer 
passes it by, and you' re 
out of the running," 
Rip~ey said. 
While there are 
no absolute content rules 
in computer resume 
searches, action verbs 
that work so well on paper will 
lose their punch on scanable 
resumes. 
"Job computers rarely search 
for a match on verbs like 
inspired, built, calibrated, repre-
sented or verified," Ripley said. 
"Your resume should include 
action verbs for sentence flow 
and human eyes, but a computer 
just won't search for them." 
Carefully Select Fonts 
Use a simple, easy-to-read 
font such as a serif type, like 
Times or Palatin9, or a sans serif 
type, like Arial or Helvetica. 
Don't make the font size smaller 
than 10 or larger than 14. Also, 
do not use bold, italics or under-
line in the resume. 
Don't get too Fancy 
Ripley said to use white or off-
white paper that provides a clean 
background for the scanner. She 
said that students should heed 
that advice even if their resumes 
are not likely to be scanned. 
Clark added, "It's personally a 
turnoff for me if someone puts 
their resume on a garish paper. 
I've received resumes on green 
and orange neon paper, and I did-
n't bother to read through them. 
Anything that's really gimmicky 
turns me off." 
Ripley said that icons and 
other ornamentation should be 
kept to a minimum, . and advised 
against using open-faced bullets 
that can be read as the letter "o" 
by a scanner. 
Make sure you don't fold the 
resume because scanners often 
read creases as lines. 
"I prefer short resumes that are 
easy to read and have key 
words," Ripley said. 
Ripley said that students need 
to remember who and what will 
be reading their carefully crafted 
words. 
"You're always writing for an 
audience," she said. "If you keep 
that in mind, you'll have a much 
sharper, more dynamic resume to 
present to the employer." 
f m 
. f wwne. 
------ ------ - - - -, 
"lf their ability to apply what 
they've learned in school is 
reflected in their work experi-
ence, then it's not as important 
to list it separately," he said. ......... ·---..~ ~--..··------·· UYll:LIU \.11 T 
List All Previous Work Experience 
Next on the resume for stu-
dents is the section about work 
experience, related experience, 
or work history. 
Anne Hartman, a recruiter 
for American Management 
Association, said: "One of the 
biggest mistakes students make 
is failing to list previous jobs 
such as working in fast food 
restaurants or grocery stores 
because they think it's irrele-
vant to the job they are applying 
to. It is very important that stu-
dents list all of their previous 
jobs because employers want to 
know what kind of working 
skills they may have." 
C L E· A N E R S 
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SHELLEY WILSON 
STAFF WRITER 
The declaration of candida-
cy for student body president 
. and vice president ends tomor-
row. Four tickets with a presi-
dent and vice president are 
expected to run. 
The issue of what exactly 
was going to be on the ticket 
was something discussed at the 
Senate meeting two weeks 
ago. The amendments voted on 
by the students during the 
Senate elections in the fall 
regarded two additions to the 
Student Government staff, 
another elected vice president 
and a treasurer. This would 
make a four-man ticket instead 
of the traditional two-man 
ticket of president and vice 
president. The four-
man ticket would have been 
voted on in these elections, but 
the required changes to the 
statutes to make the ticket 
legal never occurred last 
semester. 
SGA Attorney General 
Joseph Smith stated his disap-
pointment over the failed revi-
sions in a recent Senate meet-
ing. 
"I'm sorely disappointed 
that in the course of two-and-
a-half months, the statutory 
revisions necessary were not 
taken care of to ensure them by 
the spring election, which is 
quickly approaching," Smith 
said. 
"After careful considera-
tion, I've chosen not to issue a 
letter of non-compliance at 
this time. But I do offer my· 
sincere disappointment that 
these amendments have not 
been taken care of. I strongly 
advise and encourage giving 
immediate attention to this 
issue." 
· According to Senate 
President Pro-Tempore Jaime 
Halscott, the timing of the 
amendments would have been 
bad for the elections. 
"The amendment revisions 
going through would go way 
past the declaration of candi-
dacy. It would not be done in 
time for these elections," 
Halscott said. 
Halscott said he believes 
the four-man ticket will not 
happen for these elections and 
that the tickets will remain at 
just two candidates. 
Chief Election 
Commissioner Cheryl Fox said 
she believes the elections will 
be different from the Senate 
elections held in the fall. 
"These elections will defi-
nitely be more organized, and 
handling the elections will be 
easier since there is no transi-
tion of chief commissioners 
like the 
last 
elec-
tions," 
Fox 
said. 
The 
commissioners are another dif-
ference between elections 
according to Fox. "There will 
be 15 commissioners that will 
be trained, and have gone 
through a scheduled retreat for 
them, so that they can handle 
the elections and be well 
informed," she said. 
The chief commissioner is 
required to hold three informa-
tion meetings for candidates 
and students in order to answer 
questions about the elections. 
The first meeting was Jan. 14, 
the second meeting is sched-
uled for tomorrow, and the 
third meeting is scheduled for 
Feb. 11. The second and the 
third meetings will be held at 
noon in the St. Joseph's Point 
~oom (208H) in the Student 
Union. 
Where students vote for the 
presidential elections also 
came under debate at the 
S~nate meeting. 
In the current election 
statutes, voting takes place in 
front of the Health & Physics 
Building, the Education 
Building, and the College of 
Business and Engineering 
Buildings. Bill 31-10 was to 
add the Communications 
Building as a polling place for 
students and delete the Health 
& Physics Building. 
"I would like to give more 
power to the students and give 
those students on that side of 
campus a closer place to vote," 
Sen. Bob Williams said. 
Sen. David Siegel spoke 
out against the bill. "I do not 
like changing the statutes so 
close to the elections." 
The bill stalled in the 
Senate with a split vote of 15-
15. 
The elections for the main 
campus are scheduled to take 
place on Feb. 16 and 17 from 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For the 
branch campuses, the elections 
will be held Feb. 15 through 
the 17. 
There will also be a candi-
date forum on Feb. 4, at 2 
p.m., in front of the Student 
Union for students to ask the 
candidates questions . 
Candidates will begin active 
campaigning the following 
Monday after the forum at 9 
a.m. 
If there is a run-off election 
between any tickets, it will 
occur on Feb. 23 and 24 on the 
main campus and Feb. 22 
through the 24 on the branch 
campuses. 
January 27, 1999 
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Q: Is add/ 
drop long 
enough? 
A: 
"We know it felt short to a lot of 
students this semester and we 
tried to accommodate students ·, 
through the petition process an 
next-day drop. It is somethi 
that we are looking in 
-Paige Borden, assistant r 
''I don't think it's Ion 
to tell whether th' 
for you." 
"I'd say 'i<J'f:. 
weeks. They .Sh· 
that people are'fosfo.g; 
should be .l:}ble '~0.· 
classes and. s~·~' rt"{h ···· 
-Jim Norconk, 27, 
political science major 
~ er. 
. '~);: -!;'. 
"You really don't have time t:Q 
think about if you like the class or 
not. You better know or you're 
stuck in the class." 
-Dracheka Campbell, 20, legal studies major 
Br NICOLE KINS 
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OPEN MIC NIGHT 
SAT., JAN. 30 
1/30 AS 
WE KICK OFF 1999 WITH OUR 
FIRST OPEN MIC NIGHT OF THE 
YEAR. OPEN TO ALL SINGERS, 
POETS, MONOLOGISTS AND 
OTHERS LOOi<:ING FOR A DIF• 
FERENT VENUE FOR THEIR 
TALENTS. FOR MORE INFOR· 
MATION, PLEASE CONTACT 
JOHN GRIFFIN AT 977-3385. 
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BOOKS, MUSIC, VIDEO, AND A CAFE. 
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.Boogie nights in the White House 
TAYLOR SIKES 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
Last Tuesday night I tuned in with 
many other Americans to watch my presi-
dent deliver his historical State of the 
Union .address. As the 9 p.m. show time 
drew closer and as my impatience grew, 
instead of my anticipation, I decided to 
flip through the channels and see what 
else was on. 
I stumbled upon HBO, which was 
showing the controversial, award-winning 
movie "Boogie Nights", starring Mark 
Wahlberg as Dirk Diggler, a rising porn 
star of the late 1970s and early 1980s. 
The movie follows Diggler from the start 
of his career as a 17-year-old to his 
decline from the abuse of drugs and alco-
hol. "Boogie Nights" takes a startlingly 
powerful look at humanity through the 
life of the tragic hero Diggler. 
Flip back with me to the packed U.S. 
Capitol where President Clinton is enter-
ing the room, waving and shaking peo-
ple's hands. And as I saw the most popu-
lar president in polling history, who now, 
ironically enough, has been impeached 
and is on trial for perjury, stand before 
the joint session and begin his speech, all 
I could think of were the similarities I 
found between President Clinton and 
Dirk Diggler. 
In "Boogie Nights", Wahlberg's char-
acter begins young and confident. He 
often stands in front of his mirror in his 
underwear and flexes his muscles while 
practicing martial arts moves. In one 
scene he tells his 
girlfriend, 
"Everyone is blessed 
with one special 
thing. I want you to 
know I'm planning to be a star. A big, 
bright, shining star." 
Now I don't know if Clinton ever 
flexes in his underwear in front of a 
White House mirror, but I do know he 
began practicing his speech on Saturday. I 
can also imagine him telling Hillary that 
he was going to be a star. And he has 
. become one. A big, bright, shining star. 
Later on in the speech, President 
Clinton began calling for both 
Republicans and Democrats to work 
together for the good of the people. And 
as I flipped back to "Boogie Nights", I 
saw Dirk Diggler and I swear he was call-
ing for bipartisan politics in Washington. 
"We can always do better. I'm going to 
keep trying if you guys keep trying. Let's 
keep rockin' and rollin' man," said 
Diggler, as he receives an award for Best 
Actor at an adult film awards show. 
Stars don't shine forever though. As 
Clinton's presidency has been overshad-
owed by the results of his excessiveness, 
for example the Whitewater scandal and 
· the Lewinsky affair, 
Diggler begins to 
w~;111'fili; take the downward 
spiral because of 
his desires. He lav-
ishes himself with fancy clothes and cars, 
and starts experimenting with cocaine. 
And as the speech went on, so did the 
movie. Diggler's life soon falls out of 
control and he ends up alone and with 
nothing. He loses everything by abusing 
his power, and is thrown out on the street 
by his friend and movie director, played -
by Burt Reynolds. President Clinton has 
also abused his power. Whether he lied 
or not is only a technicality, but he has 
misled America and is being punished for 
that. 
President Clinton is not a 1970s porn 
star, but I do think he is a tragic hero, not 
unlike Hamlet, or Macbeth, or Dirk 
Diggler. He is another example of a lost 
leader who will probably never be 
remembered for anything that he has 
done, but only for the scandals that have 
plagued his political career. Like 
Macbeth, Diggler and CJinton are both 
victims of their obsessions. Sex and drugs 
for Diggler; sex and power for Clinton. 
Neither Presidenf Clinton, nor porn 
star Diggler go down easy though- that 
was proven by both on Tuesday night. 
"Boogie Nights" ends with Diggler get-
ting a second chance at his movie career. 
I guess we will have to wait and see 
what happens with our president. 
Diggler's final words in the movie are 
spoken to a mirror he is looking into 
while flexing, "I am a star. I am a star. I 
am a star. I am a star. I am a star. I am a 
big, bright, shining _star." 
Only God knows if Clinton might 
have said the same words while looking 
into a mirror and flexing before taking 
the Capitol floor Tuesday night and giv-
ing the most important speech of his 
career. 
We do know though that Clinton 
means business and has every intention of 
staying in office. I can almost hear him 
saying it: Let's keep rockin' and rollin' 
man. 
The struggle of being a guy 
ASHLEY BACH 
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE 
The image of an ideal '90s 
man ranges from feminine to 
fiendish, but most men lie some-
where hopelessly in-between. 
A friend of mine likes to talk 
about all the women he's slept 
with, about all the hearts he's bro-
ken and about how he really 
doesn't care about those things 
very much at all. 
He's a poster boy for men 
behaving badly, and that's the way 
he likes it -- no smiling in pho-
tos, no commitments, no confes-
sions. He's a brick wall of mascu-
line energy. 
But like so many men, he's 
really a big sissy. 
name in bed" to "picking the per-
fect suit for that big interview." 
The mags reinforce men's per-
ception that they're all young, hip 
and handsome, while at the same 
time calming their fears that 
they're not attractive, not masters 
of the bedroom and not chiefs of 
the "war-drobe." 
The magazines present a para-
dox because they know that's how 
men are. 
Many men - my friend for 
starters - would dispute all of this, 
of course. They'd say that a lot of 
-\1-
than "To get huge?" 
In the end, they may be there 
to impress women or fulfill some 
diluted image of what a man 
needs to look like, but articulating 
that fact, probably because it's so 
baffling, usually proves difficult. 
The mass media spew images 
which affect men just as pro-
foundly as women. Guys' collec-
tive fears and obsessions also 
come as much froin external 
sources as they do from within. 
American males are torn between 
a society that values symbols of 
harsh masculinity, such as the Rat 
Pack, but also pushes them to 
constantly redefine their role in a 
post-feminism world. 
KNIGHT PUBUSIIlNG, INC 
120 AlExANDRIA BLVD, SUITE 17 
OVIEDO, FL 32765 
Fashion is a priority, bottles of . 
cologne fill the bathroom, and it 
takes him 30 minutes to "sculpt" 
his hair on a quick day. 
For a guy who cares about so 
little, he seems to put a lot of 
stock in what people, especially 
women, think of him. 
He's a poster b~y 
for men behaving 
badly, and that's 
the way he likes it. 
Fortunately for men, they 
aren't the only ones who can't fig -
ure out exactly what constitutes 
"a real man." Even the most die-
hard feminists shudder at the 
thought of a bunch of spineless, 
ultra-sensitive she-men walking 
around. 
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Sadly, he is a model to live by 
for most of his species. We men 
like to play up our independence 
and love for sports and hanging 
with the guys, but deep down 
we're more emotional, conscien-
tious and insecure than we care to 
admit. 
Don't agree? Then witness the 
rise of the men's magazine. Not 
so much Playboy or Penthouse, 
but new kids on the block such as 
Details, Maxim and Gear. Hidden 
behind those photos of beautiful, 
buxom women are articles con-
taining tips on everything from 
"how to make her scream your 
guys are secure in themselves and 
that they certainly have no need 
for petty reassurances at the 
newsstand. I won't try to pin 
down the demons of a 40-year-old 
married father, but in the realm of 
20- and 30-somethings, it's a sure 
bet that insecurity reigns 
supreme. 
To make matters worse, many 
men don't understand what they 
feel, or why they do the things 
they do. Ask any of the former 
sports heroes pumping iron in 
yair local gym why they do that 
every day, and most won't be able 
to give an answer any more solid 
All of this puts men, especially 
us young guys, in a bit of a 
quandary. We'd no doubt help 
ourselves a lot by just being our-
selves,.and responding to con-
cerns from the fairer sex as they 
come up. 
But I'm not going to pretend 
that doing so is easy. 
For alPthe women out there at 
a loss for words about our many 
deficiencies, I urge a bit of under-
standing. Sure, we're guilty of 
creating a lot of our own prob-
lems, often comically so. But we 
also have the hardy task of living 
among confusion, where mas-
culinity is a valued commodity, 
but often measured only in doses. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
UCF student responds to 
mascot criticism 
As a sophomore presently attending 
UCF, I am appalled to learn that some 
alumni are requesting a new mascot. 
The question of choosing a new mascot 
arose in a letter to the editor by a UCF 
graduate. The letter asked questions 
such as where the mascot, the Knight, 
came from and why doesn't it fit in with 
Central Florida history. While I don't 
know the answers to these questions I 
do have a strong opposition to changing 
the mascot. 
First, regardless of a school's mas-
cot, isn't one supposed to be proud of 
their school? Even though the Knight 
doesn't identify with Florida or even the 
USA's history, it is a mascot which 
demands respect. Being a knight 
involved courage, loyalty, and pride. 
Second, of course medieval knights 
were not without flaws, but don't other 
college mascots have similar back-
grounds? For example the Trojans of 
Troy State. The Trojans weren't exactly 
the most upstanding of warriors. The 
history of such mascots should be of no 
importance. The mascot is chosen for its 
good qualities. Even if it doesn't stay 
within Floridian traditions or qualities, 
the knight has always been a symbol of 
chivalry and honor. 
Third, I cannot even conceive of 
being called a "cracker," no matter of its 
historical background, for obvious rea-
sons. 
Finally, while manatees are indeed 
curious and wonderful creatures, what 
. do most people have more respect for: a 
large sea-cow or a brave, noble knight? 
The fact is different colleges have dif-
ferent mascots and that's what it is all 
about. Obviously someone somewhere 
is not happy about being a part of the 
Fighting Irish at Notre Dame, nor is 
everyone happy with being a Duke Blue 
Devil, but it is a matter of standing 
behind your school and taking pride in 
every aspect of it. A student has to look 
at the good qualities of their mascot and 
not read too much into it. 
Now on the subject of the colors 
black and gold, what is the big deal? 
When I think of Florida, as a state, I 
don't automatically think orange and 
blue or garnet and gold. The idea that 
colors would represent a state is prepos-
terous. Each school has its own person-
ality, this is represented by its colors. 
Obviously black is too hot to wear on 
those scorching Florida days, but you 
don't have to wear it, hence, the alter-
nate color gold. UCF offers numerous 
shirts which are not black. This is really 
a simple solution to complaining about 
school colurs. Choose a different shirt, 
duh: 
Changing the mascot will affect the 
school as a whole. As UCF is a young 
school, it needs to stand by its growing 
traditions and qualities. I am proud to 
be a Knight and I don't let the fact that 
medieval knights were a little barbaric 
get in the way. The fact is, we as alum-
ni, students and staff represent knights 
of the 21st century and are not to be 
confused with the historical background 
of the mascot. More simply put, why 
change a good thing? 
-Beth Shaw, Class of 200.1 
Grades received over 
computer upsets student 
The fall semester is long over and by 
now we have all received our grades . 
Except in my case I haven't received 
them, I had to access them. I accessed 
them on-line from the Polaris system. 
All I had to do was type in 
https://polaris.ucf.edu and I was on my 
way. You have to supply a student ID 
number and a pin number. The help 
page indicated that you could use your 
nine digit social security number or 
your sixteen digit student ID number. I 
used my nine digit social security num-
ber because it does not have sixteen 
digits. I had a little trouble with the pin 
number but aftectrying four or five dif-
ferent combinations I got through; and 
there it was, proof and validation of my 
scholastic endeavors of the recently 
passed semester. 
But while staring at the computer 
screen I couldn't help but think that 
something was missing. After some 
time it finally hit me. There had been no 
suspense. There was not the suspense 
like waiting for weeks for that dull, gray 
envelope to arrive in the mail. No rush-
ing inside to tear open the envelope and 
carefully unfold the final word on the 
semester. It was just there in black and 
white on the computer screen. It had not 
even been a week since the final ·exam. 
Sixteen weeks of the habit forming ritu-
al of going to class had ~ot faded, and 
yet the final judgment had been ren-
dered. 
The interminably long three or four 
week waiting period to receive grades 
had become like a rite of passage; a 
time to reflect on the recent past and 
pass judgment on oneself, professors, 
and peers. Having to endure that wait 
built character and tearing open that 
envelope was a priyilege, no, a right of 
which I have been deprived. I have also 
been deprived of an official record of 
my progress. A record that most of the 
time was filed in my desk, sometimes 
was displayed prominently on my 
refrigerator door, and occasionally 
thrown in the trash, or, more emphati-
cally, burned. There is only cyber-proof 
now, and it's just not the same. 
Technology can be a wonderful 
thing and we are blessed with many 
gifts as a result. We have CDs that don't 
have to be turned over to play the other 
side, big screen TVs with surround 
sound, and cars that talk and are smarter 
than some people who operate them. 
None of these though are as significant 
as the continuing advancement of the 
computer and the World Wide Web. The 
computer has opened a world that is 
limited only by the imagination. 
As I was staring at my grades on the 
screen, it occurred to me that I really 
hadn't received my grades, I had only 
imagined it. There had been no pleasure 
in acces·sing them via computer, no anx-
ious waiting period, and my character 
was no stronger than last week, the final 
week of the semester. There was only 
an emptiness, a hole that had previously 
been filled by the ritual of waiting for 
' grades to arrive. And so as technology 
moves on, society has struggled to 
maintain pace with an almost blind obe-
dience, an experience that at times 
leaves us not ahead, but further behind . 
Imagine that. 
-Mark D. James 
-}_,_ ...... ·:V8 
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Beer budget escapades 
CORBETT TRUBEY 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
Traveling (aka going on vaca-
tion, taking off, or getting the 
hell out of wherever you're at, 
just to name a few) has a count-
less number of benefits, 
especially for students. 
Whether it be your general 
class burn-out, unex-
plained restless urges, or a 
general curiosity to go 
someplace different, a tem-
porary change of environ-
ment is usually the most sat -
isfying cure. But for anyone 
operating on just dollars a 
day, most of which you have 
to scam from Mom and Dad 
or blow on partying (or both), 
getting away isn't always a 
possibility. Unless you screw 
around on the Internet for a 
while ... 
For those of you that actual-
ly remembered to save all your 
pennies in a jar, backpacking 
through Europe is a great way 
to do some major travelling at a 
decent price withput being too 
withdrawn from the modern 
world. Euro trip 
(www.eurotrip.com) is the best 
source on everything you need to 
know about going there, from 
what to pack down to which bars 
to check out. This site contains a 
tremendous amount of info writ-
ten by people who have already 
been there, plus you can join ,a 
mailing list and receive their 
newsletter. 
If you' re willing to fork out 
$24.95, you can subscribe · to 
Transitions Abroad (www.trans-
abroad.com), which gives all 
kinds of juicy info on traveling, 
language schools, volunteer 
agencies, study and specialty 
travel programs 
When it comes time to book 
your flight, always keep an eye 
out for bargains. Airtech 
(www.airtech.com) has some _ 
pretty good deals (definitely 
cheaper than STA Travel), but if 
dirt cheap is more your style, 
than the Air Courier Association 
has got you covered. For a small 
membership fee, you become an 
international package carrier, 
delivering documents to a wide 
choice of destinations while sav-
ing 50 to 80% on your · ticket. 
How does to $250 round trip to 
London sound? It's simpler than 
you think, too. You can see sam-
ples of their prices and inquire 
about getting an application at 
www.aircourier.org. Keep in 
mind, though, that only a certain 
number of people can join 
countries to work in, including 
France, Ireland, and even 
Australia. Both organizations pro-
vide plenty of orientation, but 
require that you enter the 
Gazette (www.angelfire.com/ 
wa/caretaker) is an easy way to 
take off for flexible amounts of 
time, especially if you 
of want ads from all over the 
globe, you' re bound to find some-
thing that's tempting. 
And if you want to make your 
time away a little more mean-
ingful, you can always join the 
Peace Corps 
(www.peacecorps.gov). Not 
can the experience be life-
changing for yourself and the 
people you're helping, but 
there's many benefits as well. 
While on assignment you 
receive a monthly stipend, 
vacation time,and deferment 
of most college loans, as well 
as a "readjustment 
allowance" and job place-
ment assistance when you 
return. Be prepared, though, 
because assignments are 
two years long and most 
require a four-year degree. 
If thi& isn't enough for 
you and your lust to travel 
has you mulling over more 
long-term options, you 
can always just type in 
. the world for super cheap. "international jobs" on 
h' ou can go \ust about anywhere in your fave net server and 
l'k t go today1 With a little searc mg, Y need a see what happens. 
Where would you 1 e 0 · country breather befoi:e taking on the real And remember this: It is pos-
eacb you're working in with some world. The ·Gazette offers a sible that "there's no place like 
month. 
Okay, so you're a complete 
. deadbeat and you' re hoping to 
win the lottery. Scratch the vaca-
tion. Why not just work in anoth-
er country for a little 
while?Actually making ~ living 
where you're at allows you to 
experience the local culture to 
the fullest. Obvious considera-
tions to work abroad would be 
getting a job on a cruise ship or 
teaching English in Japan (one 
requires an aversion to being sea 
sick, the other a strong teaching 
ability). Besides, this is a job, 
not a career. There are much bet-
ter options than you may realize. 
If you're still a student, two 
organizations can help you out. 
BUNAC (www.BUNAC.org) 
offers students the · chance to 
work in Britain from three to six 
months. After issuing you a spe-
cial work visa, you can roam the 
the countryside, find a flat to 
crash in, find whatever kind of 
work suits you, and them come 
back when your time is up. 
CIEE, the Council on 
Internat~onal. Educational 
Exchange (www.ciee.org), also 
provides the same opportunity 
bu allows a wider choice of 
p 
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money, on hand (usually $1,000 or monthly newsletter with unique home," but who's gonna remem-
more). opening from simply housesitting ber that when you're sitting at a 
Looking for something differ- in Belgium to working by the hash bar in Amsterdam? Bon 
ent? Graduating? The Caretaker beach in Jamaica. With a variety Voyage! 
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Author 
Appeara1ue 
Thursday,January 28tl1 at 2 p111 
.Gordon 
PARKS 
Presenting a slide show and lecture and foaturing his.memoir, 
1-lalf Past A11fW!lll: A Retrospective 
. 
.r ;:~~~ Gordon P.1rb h;1s ma<k a significant :111d inspiring 
.r .;;1 ~~ imp;tct on th(' \vorld wich hii> ma.~ft.>di.11 \Vrking 
. ·,,~' and phomgr.1ph>~ His caret>r ~p.im Jlt'arly 
sixty ye.lrs. :mJ he i> dw ;nuhor of fifrecu 
hook'> of finion. nonfiction. poetry ;1rnl 
photography. Mis nowl 111t• L.wni11,'l ~fo·e. 
h:isl'd 011 n:{·olkction~ <.lf hi~ childho1xi. was nl.lde 
into :m ~1ward-wia11in~ tilm which be wrote the 
screcnpl.iy :111d nmsil' for. dm:cted awl prmluccti. 
t>.ub i:\ tt·spnnsihk for mm11:rous other motitHl pkwres. indtttliug 
che dirt:•tio11 of Slr.tJi. ;uid he h.1~ c~>mpo~cd a h.ilfot. film ~'ores and 
otlwr mu~i~· . l-k h:1s r~·i:civcd thirty-seven honmary tkgrcc:s and 
11111n: than on ... · hundr1.'d aw.mb. indudin~ th1.• N;ltinnal Med..ll o( 
ch1.· An~. 
U.tl{ /'.1~1 .-ltlTl/11111 is ~I C"Otnpanion no~)k to hi~ most fCt.'Cnt ((}uring 
ph~to c.xh1bici1.m. This book t:> a unique m1.•moir th:lt indmks 
P.1rks' ow1t .Krnum of his n.:m;ukabk lifo and ;1 romplctc rxtrospectiw 
ot his plH)to~raphs. from hi" mo\·ing docmm:nc.1ry im.lge~ for the 
Farm Security Alimini~cr.1tion. to his tWl'llt)' ye.m of powerful 
jotim.1listir work for 1 .. [/i-. tl1 hi" repr~·s<.·m.1tiom of the Ct\'11 Ri~hc.s 
Movement, 
The Unh'<:T~ity of C1.•mr.1l Flt)rid.1 is pkw.cd to host Gordon P.1rks 
for :l slid1.· ~how ;utd kccure 1t-an1ring hi:; boC)k H.r!f n2~1. irm111111 mt 
Thursd.1}: J.muary 28th at ::?pm in chc Cape Florida Room .lt the 
Stmk11t Union. Following the h:.:tttre, ~k P;irb will sign hi!> boob 
umi! 3A3pm. The UCF Bookmm~ will be selling ;i sdcctinn of 
his bol1ks .it ch~· c.'\'Cnt. This cvc:nc is free .md opt'n to the pubhc. 
l ·'ni1•n.;i/)' <f Ccuu•il Fforid11 Bo,.lk.•t<>rt 
Abt:1v,1 Tr.ii] • ( lrl.111d,1. Fl<•ml.1 • -tfl7.~2.\.:?f.t•;; 
J [\IUf'\: i\ \. 111-·l hur, ~,Ult - 7J'lll . fr1 ~.llll ·;';pm. S.1t l0.1111 - 2pm 
·1111.' nn11 ,, 'l'"m,,,,-.f fir C",11111'11' .·kt11 ·11i,·.' R,•,1r.! .111dJi1111ft·.! /1y .m 
.1<ti1·or ''"'! .<1·wru'}i't' .1/f,•1.m-.f l•r 1ht' Smd<ur C,•1wJ1111011 .--l.·~··o.w.•11. 
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'Blues' 
Cruises 
Film sure to be 
a surprise hit 
B.W. EARL 
STAFF WRITER 
At times a juvenile drama, a 
high school comedy along the 
lines of a National Lampoon 
flick, and a scathing indictment 
of the religion of football 
fanaticism, Varsity Blues is a 
surprisingly successful picture, 
and the most 
intriguing work to 
date by MTV 
Productions, 
which has been 
plagued by the 
sophomoric (Joe '.S' 
Apartment) and 
the disappointing (Beavis and 
Butt-head Do America). 
Directed by Brian Robbins 
with a realistic sincerity that 
you wouldn't expect from the 
author of Good Burger, Varsity 
takes place in West Canaan, 
Texas, a town that, like many 
others that dot America's 
Heartland, is obsessed by the 
sport of pigskin and power. You 
know, that type of town. You 
drive in, and the sign that greets 
you says, "Welcome to (enter 
town name here). Home of 
Cougars Football-state 
champs, '92, '93, '95." 
The film begins with your 
normal · pep rally, with West 
Canaan coach Bud Kilmer (Jon 
Voight, playing the sort of 
intense villain that's quickly 
becoming his trademark) 
promising victory from his 
squad. And every gam~ is a 
must win, for his team at 
least-- if you get tongue 
lashed after a victory, you can 
be certain that there will be hell 
to pay should you, God forbid, 
lose. · 
We also get introduced to the 
motley crew of players-- the 
Florida State-bound star quar-
terback (Paul Walker), the 
underrated backup (James van 
der Beek), the linebacker who 
isn't the sharpest knife in the 
drawer (Ron Lester), the talent-
ed running back who's the vic-
tim of racial prejudice (Eliel 
Swinton), and the out-of-con-
trol wide receiver (Scott Caan). 
Sounds like your usual mix of 
stock characters, doesn't it? 
Fortunately, screenwriter W. 
Peter Iliff and the actors are 
able to add dimensions to what 
easily could have been card-
board cutouts. Lester, in partic-
ular, adds depth to his charac-
ter, who despises his role as a 
football player. And yet, he 
can't help but care about it. 
Van der Beek is adequate in 
the central role as the backup 
who is given the opportunity to 
lead West Canaan to its 23rd 
district title (a point that Coach 
Kilmer never lets his players 
forget). But Iliff leaves the best 
character twists for the support-
ing players. He 
avoids taking the 
S· · ·~r ·· -illl· easy route by 
making the star 
quarterback a lik-
able Joe, rather 
than making him 
an arrogant jerk 
that begs for a career-ending 
injury, thus making Van der 
Beek's rise to fame without 
consequences that the audience 
could care about. 
But the most realistic touch-
es $"e put in the fathers of the 
two quarterbacks: Both were 
on West Canaan teams of the 
past, and both relish taking a 
second stab at adolescence by 
living through their sons. The 
film's most cathartic moment 
comes when the star QB is 
injured. The first question that 
comes to both coach and father 
is: "Will he be back for th~ 
postseason ?" In the heat of the 
football season, the player's 
well-being can become sec-
ondary. 
Above all, Varsity Blues is a 
crowd pleaser, and a service-
able one at that. It stays true to 
its subject rather th.an play 
down to them, unlike the other 
recent football themed film The 
Waterboy. When the players 
finally stand up to the tyranni-
cal coach in The Big Game, 
there were shouts of approval 
from the audience. When the 
game winning catch is made (if 
you find the fact that West 
Canaan wins at the end surpris-
ing- I can only say that you 
haven't seen enough movies), 
there was applause in the 
crowd, something that is harder 
and harder to come by these 
days. 
You can say that this sports-
flavored story has been done 
before. I wouldn't disagree 
with you on that. Varsity Blues 
is certainly not the most origi-
nal film to come down the pike. 
And while it may not approach 
the cream of the crop in the 
genre (Rocky, Slap Shot, etc.), 
it packs enough punch to make 
for a worthwhile two hours. 
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Aspiring actress lands in Dawson's Creek 
IAN SPELLING 
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE 
Meredith Monroe was psyched. 
The 22-year-old actress had just got-
ten word that she'd won the coveted role 
of Andie McPhee opposite Michelle 
Williams, James Van Der Beek, Joshua 
Jackson and Katie Holmes on the red-hot 
WB series "Dawson's Creek." Then, real-
ity set in. 
"I was thrilled, in disbelief and I 
couldn't believe it," she says. "Then,. as 
the day came that I was to get on a plane 
to go out to Wilmington, North Carolina, I 
started panicking. I was like, 'Oh, I hope 
(the star quartet) like me.' They'd worked 
together for a yeai already. They knew 
each other and I was going to be the new 
kid on the block. But everybody was so 
welcoming and friendly. I was also lucky 
because I wasn't the only newcomer. 
Monica Keena was still pretty new and 
Kerr Smith, who plays my brother Jack, 
was as new as I was. So, Monica, Jack and 
I were in the same boat, but the other four 
couldn't have been nicer. That first night 
everyone had dinner together and all my 
fears vanished." · 
Andie's arrival surely- rocked 
"Dawson's" boat, as she started to date 
Pacey (Jackson) and alienate Capeside's 
local terror, Abby (Keena). Monroe 
describes Andie as a young woman who's 
not quite as perky-cute as she appears to 
be. 
"Jen (Williams) is the recovering bad 
girl who's still in 
~~:,,ou:h~f !~~: .. CllJ.IJll"{Yj;)l(Q~J~~ i 
Monroe, laugh-
ing. "There are 
days when I say, 
'I have marbles "Dawson (Van 
Der Beek) is the happy-go-lucky, some-
how sad, but still happy guy. Joey 
(Holmes) is the pessimist and Pacey 
(Jackson) is the sidekick-goofball who 
came from a funky-funny dysfunctional 
family. I come in and I've got this cheery 
disposition. I'm the girl ·who tries to turn 
everything into a good situation, tries to 
ii;i my mouth today!' because NOTHING 
comes out right. When I read a script I 
usually know what the words are, what 
they mean. I might not use them in a con-
versatfon. I might not string the words in 
that order or use as many of them in a sen-
tence, but I know the vocabulary and if I 
don't, I'm learning something new. There 
make everything 
light and fun. Then, 
all of a sudden, I 
come in with my 
own set of prob-
lems. I've got a 
brother who died. 
I'm not as stable as I 
seem. And my 
mother is a nutcase 
and my brother Jack 
is oblivious to it 
-\\- are times I get a word, go 'OK, what is THAT?' and get my 
dictionary out. But 
it's good. It's a·learn-
ing experience." 
I'm like, 'You want 
MY autograph?' But 
that doesn't happen 
o~en. 
Actually, it's 
all still a learning 
experience for 
Monroe, who was 
- Meredith Monroe born in Houston and 
all." 
Monroe reports that she's signed for 
the season and expects to be back next 
year as well. So what's in store? More 
rocky relationship moments between 
Andie and Pacey. A fast fall down the 
social ladder after Monica digs up some 
good dirt. And a lot more of that 
"Dawson's" dialogue, a bizarre blend of 
SAT words and teenspeak. 
"A lot of times I feel very comfortable 
with the dialogue and sometimes I feel 
like I have marbles in my mouth," says 
raised in Orlando, 
Dallas and just out-
side Chicago. An agent who lived next-
door to her family suggested Monroe try 
acting and she did just that, moving to 
New York City after graduating from high 
school. A role on the short-lived series 
"Dangerous Minds" came her way, which 
brought her to Los Angeles, where she 
subseciuently landed roles on "The 
Magnificent Seven," "Promised Land," 
and in the upcoming CBS TV movie 
"Beyond the Prairie: The True Story of 
Laura Ingalls Wilder." 
Monroe 
"Dawson's _ Creek," however, has 
given Monroe her first real taste of star-
dom. People recognize her on the street 
and often ask for her autograph. It's as 
exciting, she notes, as it is unsettling. 
"It's nice that people are interested, 
that they like my work, but it's very 
strange at the same time," she says. "I'm 
like, 'You want MY autograph?' But that 
doesn't happen often. We're in 
Wilmington and kind of in our own little 
world here. So it's still a bit of a dream, 
like it's _not real yet." 
Januarv 25 thru. Januarv 29 
Student Union South Plaza 
11am-2pm 
• 
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Dear Dr. Daphne, 
I was offered a great job, but 
I still have two years left of 
school. I really want this job and I 
really want my degree. Help! 
-· Future Careerman 
Dear Opportunity, 
It's pretty cool to have a 
rockin' offer on the table. And I'm 
proud of you for realizing your 
degree is of major importance. 
But you need to stay in school for 
now and get your piece of paper 
first. You will only get better in 
time (if your lazy ass keeps work-
ing on it) and the great job or a 
better one will be there for you in 
two years. That little piece of 
paper sometimes seems pointless 
when you hear the stories of suc-
cess with college, but you'll be 
better off in the future if you 
stay in school, drink lots of beer, 
and mooch off your parents. 
Dear Dr. Daphne, 
I had sex with my girlfriend's 
sister when we broke up. We're 
back together now. In the 
mean time, my girlfriend's 
sister is pregnant and it 
may be mine. What 
should I do? 
- Cheatin' Willy 
Dear can't Keep 
It In My Pants, 
Quite a mess 
you have don't you 
think? Wait, don't think, 
you may get hurt. You 
have some huge decisions to 
make, big guy. The first thing 
you need to do is discuss the 
situation with your girlfriend. 
She'll probably leave you, but she'll 
be better off. Then you need to 
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make plans with her sister. If 
you're lucky, she'll leave you too. 
You don't need that slut in your 
life anyways. If she decides to 
keep the baby and it is in fact 
yours, you best take full 
responsibility, for sake of 
the bastard child. If 
she decides not to 
keep it, you owe 
her at I east half. 
You messed up 
big time, bro. 
Now is the time to take 
responsibility for your 
actions. Keep your little 
friend in your pants and if 
you can't, use a CONDOM! 
· Got a problem? Nothing is too 
big or small for Dr. Daphne. 
Just e-mail her at 
DrDaphne@hotmail.com 
The American Cancer SocieW's 
FREE VideoLibrary 
~,_.,,._ .... with New Releases 
Morie T/J . · 
eatre room/ 
·Finally, the missing piece 
't~ • . St d t H . \\\\t~t\~t~~ · 1n u en . ous1ng ... 
JEFFERSON COMMONS 
Now Pre-Leasing!!! 
omputer Center 
Equal Opportunity Housing 
24 Hour Fit 
Visit our Leasing Trailer at 
3 52 5 Alafaya Trail 
(407) 382-4114 
There's Nothing Common About Us! 
AMERICAN 
~CANCER ~SOCIETY 
Provimng answers. 
Saving nves. 
1 ·BOO·ACS-2345 
C Qd DUI tOOacco 
H lmMlll•lal 
0 Only moderate use of alcohol, n at all 
I 11rease fruits, vegetables and grai1 
* c C~I your doctor for 
regul• checkups 
( Exercise evmiy day 
S SalegtHfd your skin from the SIDI ._ 
_, 
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Lead Stories 
•Since 1996, accused murderer Eric Brown has 
been rendered incompetent, by paranoid schizophre-
nia, to stand trial, but officials at Bridgewater State 
Hospital in Massachusetts said recently that he had 
made enough progress while on medication that a 
trial can be scheduled. However, in December, 
Brown demanded to be taken off medication so he 
can return to his prior psychotic state in order to 
demonstrate that he is insane and thus a better candi-
date to be found not guilty. His psychiatrist is 
opposed, citing medical ethics prohibiting him from 
making Brown's illness worse. 
•According to a December report in the Capitol Hill 
newspaper Roll Call, U.S. Rep. Dan Burton of 
Indiana brings his own utensils to a Capitol barber 
shop (scissors, comb, electric razor) to have his hair 
cut. Though no one would say for sure, reporters 
speculated that Burton does this for the same reason 
(fear of AIDS) that he has stopped ordering soup in 
restaurants and stopped going to the House gym 
around the time that colleague and gym regular 
Barney Frank revealed he is gay. 
•A December Newhouse News Service dispatch 
reported on the new fascination with tattooing among 
some younger evangelical Christians, who decorate 
themselves contrary to the teachings of the book of 
Leviticus, which in the last millennium was cited as 
the basis of calling tattooing "a form of deviltry." (On 
the other hand, supporters point out, the books of 
Exodus and Revelation describe holy symbols on the 
bodies of believers.) A religious female graduate stu-
dent in California, interviewed for the article, said that 
among her tattoos was an angel, on her butt. 
Unclear on the Concept 
•In 1997, four years after being convicted of raping 
a 15-year-old girl, inmate Graylon Bell won $200,000 
from a jury against the Indiana Department of 
Correction for being raped by his cellmate at a 
Plainfield, Ind., youth facility. In December 1998, 
Bell and the girl's family reached a settlement in her 
lawsuit to get part of the money. (Only $31,500 
remained, after lawyers' fees, of which she will 
receive $26,500.) 
•At a September meeting of the Republican Party 
in Lawrence, Kan., a conservative faction beat back a 
challenge from moderates and retained control of the 
party. At the start of the meeting, when attendees real-
ized there was no U.S. flag to which they could offer 
the traditional pledge of allegiance, the chairman 
solved the dilemma by unfurling a roll of 32-cent flag 
stamps at the front of the room. 
Well-Put 
•Tampa, Fla., nursing home resident John Yerger, 
93, after realizing he had been duped into paying a 
$5,000 fee to collect his alleged $1 million winnings 
in a Canadian lottery and then cooperating with 
authorities in an attempt (unsuccessful) to sting .the 
culprits: "It may have cost me $5,000, but this is the 
most excitement I've had in a-long time." 
•Greensboro, N.C., city council member Keith 
Holliday, explaining in January why the city was 
forced to hire a public relations firm to deal with its 
current water-shortage crisis: "I'll bet you I've been 
asked 100 times ... why we just didn't make our lakes 
bigger." 
Government in Action 
•An inadvertent glitch in the recent earthquake-
proof construction at Barnstable (Mass.) High 
School: The building is so solidly soundproof that 
students could not hear ordinary fire alarms, and for 
the first month of this school year (until the problem 
was fixed), the school board was forced to hire fire-
fighters on overtime to stand guard in the building to 
alert everyone in case of fire, at a total cost of about 
$1,000 a day. 
•Empowered by a November referendum in which 
73 percent of the country voted against legalizing 
drugs, Swiss prosecutors announced they would file 
challenges to current law on marijuana, which bans 
its sale only as a "narcotic." Over the last three years, 
several hemp shops have opened, selling dried mari-
juana as an herbal room freshener (with names like 
"Juicy Fruit" and "Lemon Skunk") and labeled "not 
for consumption." 
•A December Wall Street Journal report described 
the problems of auto manufactur~rs forced to crash-
test their cars using mannequins not only of govern-
ment-dictated sizes and weight but wearing clothing 
prescribed in minute detail by regulation. Included 
are requirements that the dummies wear shoes of a 
precise weight and a black-leather style, that "adults" 
wear matched sets of cotton shirts and form-fitting 
shorts, that a "child" must wear "thermal knit, waffle-
weave polyester and cotton underwear or equivalent," 
with size 7M sneakers, with "rubber toe caps, uppers 
of Dacron and cotton or nylon and a total mass of .453 
kg." Only recently did the government drop its 
requirement that all adult clothes be of the color "tea 
rose" and that all shoes be gray suede. · 
•Tale of Two Towns: According to a December 
New York Times report, residents of the unincorpo-
rated community called Brooksville, Ala., are gather-
ing signatures to petition the state to create an official 
town based on the Bible and- the Ten 
Commandments, bringing together church and state, 
which are supposedly constitutionally separate. 
Sinners would be welcome but expected to observe 
public behavior codes an~ might have to attend 
church services to have their votes counted because 
many of the town's decisions would be made there. 
At the other end of the spectrum, El Paso (Texas) 
~ounty officials in November got a court order decer-
tifying the town of Buford, calling it a sham set up 
solely to protect virtually its only "residents": a dozen 
adult bookstores and strip clubs that have, in the 36 
years of Buford's existence, been exempt from coun-
ty regulation. 
•According to Kenya's largest newspaper, the Daily 
Nation, the government in October formed a commit-
tee to study potential problems with the country's 
computers' complying with the Jan. 1, 2000, date 
changeover. The final report and_recommendations of 
the committee were ordered published within 18 
months, which would be April 18, 2000. 
Least Competent Criminals 
•Julian Cabrera, l-S-, and a 14-year-old companion 
were arrested in October in San Diego and charged 
with shoplifting items from an AM/PM Mini Mart. A 
clerk who said he witnessed the shoplifting chased 
them out of the store and returned to call 911. While 
the clerk was on the phone, the suspects retum~d to 
the store to ask another clerk for a bag to put their 
stuff in. Their re~ trip to the store delayed them 
enough that police spotted them as they were leaving. 
Recurring Themes 
•The Classic Middle Name (continued): 
Challenging in September the competence of his 
lawyer in his conviction for murdering a preacher 
near Lebanon, Ind.: Gerald Wayne Bivins. Informing 
jurors at his sentencing hearing (after being convicted 
of murder in Torrance, Calif, in December) that he 
regretted not killing all of them, too: David Wayne 
Arisman. Executed in McAlester, Okla., in December 
for the murder of his wife: John Wayne Duvall. 
Captured after a brief jailbreak in Nashville, Tenn., in 
December: accused murderer Michael Wayne Perry. 
Named the prime suspect in the disappearance of a 
14-year-old girl in Roseburg, Ore., in December: 
Dale Wayne Hill. Dead of a self-inflicted gunshot 
after critically wounding his ex-girlfriend in 
Brooklyn, N. Y., in July: Robert Wayne Jiles. 
(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd at 
Weird@compuserve.com.) 
ACROSS 
1 Epic tales 
6 Sudden 
outpouring 
11 Fat farm 
14 Mystery story? 
15 Tested or tasted 
16 Playground 
game 
17 Meticulously 
neat 
19 Type of chart 
20 Actress Annette 
21 Suffer with hope 
23 Dander 
25 As such 
28 Felt regret 
29 Aaron and 
Raymond 
32 College cheers 
33 "M* A *S*H" star 
34 Pentium 
manufacturers 
35 Besmirches 
37 Tyrant 
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39 Overthrows 
43 Woodwinds 
member @ 1999 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 1(J.7/99 
47 Toy-truck sound 
effect 
48 Canned-pork 
product 
51 1996 loser 
52 _of Aragon 
53 Verdi opera 
54 Head-to-head 
competitions 
56 Tour segment 
57 Grassy plain 
59 Hebrew prophet 
62 High mount 
63 Obstacles 
68 Gymnast's 
cushion 
69 Tall, slender 
structure 
70 Chris of tennis 
71 Tax grp. 
72 Plant starters 
73 Jolly 
DOWN 
1 Eyed 
2 Ginger_ 
3 Roland and 
Stuart 
4 Fit 
frida 
All rights reserved. 
5 Symbol 
6 Rock throwers 
7 12-step _ 
8 Draw a bead on 
9 Golfer's box 
10 Form a vortex 
11 Twin city 
12 Matched up 
13 Me~ting plan 
18 Letters on 
graves 
22 Removal mark 
23 Latin "ditto" 
24 Magic charm 
26 That girl 
27 Biblical twin 
30 Harry Dean 
Stanton movie 
31 Mess maker 
36 Invitation letters 
38 "Sweeney_" 
40 Aussie lefty 
41 Skin opening 
42 Smoky-fog 
44 Valuable note 
45 Long- or short-
- (shirt type) 
AA Meeting, Health Resource 
Center, trailer 617, 12 • 1 pm 
Baseball vs. Duke at Osceola 
County Stadium, Kiss., 7 pm 
Coneert: Rob Zombie, UCF 
Arena, (407} 823·6006, Sp 
Solution on 
Page 1 O! 
46 Bank employees 
48 Sandwich meat 
49 Porch-roof 
support 
50 Changes to fit 
·55 Misdeed 
58 Makes a choice 
60 Watch winder 
61 Crowd of busy 
people 
64 Caviar 
65 Meadow mother 
66 Do wrong 
67 Farm pen 
Women's Basketball vs. Mercer, 
· UCF Arena, 7 pm 
Men's Basketball at Samford, 8 
pm 
~,,t;: aas!Et11 ii: scjiltii A1ai:.ma1 ~t 
'~·~ .. Osc~bJa 9'bynty Stadi1.lln1 
· At'' l<t$$l.mme~;, ~:3o Pm ,, % 
~;t ~ ~ 
h'~ ~askt)t9au vs'. Troy u~F:Arenat7 pm 
eri,,f:la$k;tbatt0at 
J1)ck$Oovme •. $ POJ 
~:,Stikciai : -;:.,#fl t11ottda 
i\ ~~ (~· 0: ·:{{:< { -.·:~:·~:!, . ~ 
'~ . 'Sas~ban V$, Rice''~t 0$'ceola . 
county . sta<1ium.,<1<is$Jm~; • 
3:30"~pm '" · · ··· · · · · :;.. 
_ tuesda 
AA Meeting, Health Resource 
Center, trailer 617, 12 - 1 pm 
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Designed for love (Hollywood style) 
MARCEL SPINDAE 
STAFF WRITER 
A fellow writer for the Future 
recently let me in on a little 
secret, Playing By Heart was 
supposed to have a very witty 
and intriguing title, Talking 
About Love is Like Dancing 
About Architecture. But as most 
'could have been' anecdotes go, 
it didn't come into being 
because, well, Hollywood mar-
keting departments aren't con-
cerned with challenging the liter-
ary imagination, they would 
rather forgo the risk by using 
simplistic but memorable titles 
aimed at boosting sale figures, 
not consciousness. How unfortu-
nate because Playing By Heart 
shines brightest when screen-
writer Willard Carroll is left to 
his own clever and somewhat 
sublime devices. 
Carroll's screenplay attracted 
an ensemble of eminent names 
and reputable talents, some of 
whom put on their best perfor-
mances to date. Included among 
the quality supernovas are Gena 
Rowlands (back in the form John 
Cassavettes, Faces et al., once 
captured her in several decades 
ago), Jay Mohr (whose wise 
cracking smirk, circa Jerry 
Macquire, is profoundly absent 
in the poignant depiction of a 
homosexual with AIDS) and stel-
lar newcomer Angelina Jolie 
(who's last work in Gia was as 
haunting and disturbing a depic-
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
Ryan Phillippe and Angelina Jolie play two star-crossed club kids who find out that love is the best drug (when 
their dealers are out) in the romantic ensemble film Playing By Heart. 
tion of a supermodel ever 
brought to celluloid). 
The vague narrative structure 
allows for some creative cine-
matic moments which come off 
like a pebble adorned with a 
camera, intimately disturbing a 
naked puddle. A large and daunt-
ing cast appears to have unde-
terred writer/director Willard 
Carroll who has allowed the 
chaotic and inde-· 
terminate flight of 
personalities to 
shine · brightest 
within their own 
microcosmic bub-
bles. In spite of 
the films densely interwoven 
narrative on -the nature of love in 
its various forms, its structure is 
virtually silent, the puddle invis-
ible, and the psycho-
logical depth which 
is so frequently 
absent in character 
driven films splashes 
out with an inventive 
tenacity. 
All of this leads to a rather 
insistent question, does the film 
suffer from a lack of grounding? 
The answer is surprising. On 
one hand, Playing By Heart is 
funny where many directors 
would have been tragic, and 
Carroll never appears cynical. 
That's not to say he does not 
include clever and cynical ways 
of approaching the romantic con-
flicts which propel the film to its 
rather expectant conclusions, but 
the viewer never feels tied down 
to a character by yanking ·an 
worn out heart strings. And then 
there is the other side of things, 
Carrol deftly unites all romantic ' 
. episodes into a single film with-
out the storyline suffering any 
loss of intrigue simply by the use 
of one charming phrase: "anger-
ball." 
Of course if this seems at all 
too complex and dynamic for a 
mainstream Hollywood film 
about love, you can rest assured 
that Miramax has enlisted the tal-
ents of James Bond alumnus, 
composer John Barry, to mold a 
memorable and hypnotic· jazz 
score (for those who prefer the 
hummable glossola of plaintive 
melody to enveloping rhythm, 
rat tat tat). And like the pebble in 
the puddle, the drops of water 
never lose their way or dissolve, 
they all eventually wind up back 
in the same pool and life (and 
death) is left undisturbed. 
Ultimately, Playing By Heart 
rewards and frustrates as much 
as any verbal dance about archi-
tecture could and this seems rea-
son enough to proffer a recom-
mendation. 
NOW ON SALE!-
L E 
The first ever GOLDEN KNIGHT 
football highlight film! 
1998 highlights of every ga_me inclUding a special tribute to 
DAUNTE CULPEPPER'S FOUR•YEAR CAREER 
Only $19.95 plus $3.00 shipping and handling. Call 407-977-1009 or 800-792-1009 
Order your piece of history today! Available in early January 1999 
., 
January 27, 1999 
FOR SALE HELP WANTED 
89 TOYOTA CAMRY, V-6, A/C, SUN 
ROOF, AM/FM CASSETTE, ONE OWNER, 
GARAGED/ $4500 - PH 834-5033 
TO ADVERTISE IN THE CENTRAL 
FLORIDA FUTURE CALL 977-1009 
"Fraternities, Sororities & Student 
Groups" Earn $1000-$2000 with easy 3 
hour CIS Fund Raiser event. No sales 
required. Fund Raiser dates are filling 
up, so call today. Contact Robert 
Flanders 800-567-6247 
Mac performa 6290 LUCERNE MEDICAL 
16mg/1.2gb/8xCD/28.8 modem Epson . CENTER HAS INTERNSHIPS 
Stylus Color printer postscript level 2 AVAILABLE IN MARKETING, ACTIVITIES 
ZIP Drive SCSI port MAC COORDINATION GERLATRICS, & 
Powerbook 520C 12mg/200mg/19.2 ADMINISTRATIONS 
modem. Cost for all items $1200 will 1----IF_I_N_TE_R_E_sr_E_D_c_A_LL_6_4_9_-6_2_2_2_~ 
sell separately. Includes discs and 
manuals excl cond call 481-8090 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
I need five ladies to sell roses in top 
nightclubs, Pointe Orlando, Roxies, 8 
Seconds, Backstage! Earn $15-$25 per 
hour, make an ·easy 75.00 to 200.00 per 
www.UCFfuture.com 
EARN ENOUGH TO STAND ON YOUR Baby sitter need for 
OWN! two boys during after school hours. 
If you are tired of being dependent on others, Call 366-1539 Tuscawilla area. 
give us a caU. We are staffing great positions ---------------11 
in Maitland and Research Park/UCF areas. 
Our incentives include: 
*Drawings for TV's, VCRs, portable 
radios, $50-100 gift certificates, Unlimited 
Overtime, Doubled hourly compensation 
and more. 
Call us to schedule your 
personal interview today! 
206-7817 Rsh Pk 
875-9675 Mtld 
Norrell Services, Inc. 
Pff Clerical - Home Insp Co 
Answer Phones-Sched. Appts. 
Computer Experience-MWF 12-5 
Flex-Aloma Woods Area. · 
Call Arny 977-8570 
WANTED: MANUSCRIPT 
EDITOR FOR 
BOOK 'COMMON SENSE GUIDE TO 
FINANCIAL SECURITY IN THE 21ST 
CENTURY' SENIOR OR FACULTY. 
J.JAMJSON 407-269-9765 
INSTRUCTION 
Bartend! 
HAVE FUN, MEET PEOPLE 
Train in 1-2 weeks 
Situated in Altamonte Springs 
1-88-BLOODYMARY 
WWW.ORLANDOBARTENDING.COM 
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Not on the bus line, or too far to 
walk? Liberator Shuttle service is at 
your service, Providing door to door 
service to UCF, Oviedo, & Market 
Place, Winter Springs, Longwood, 
Casselberry, Altamonte, Fare $3.00 
Call 830-7708 
Start your own fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau 
is looldng for men to start a new chap-
ter. If you are interested in academic 
success, a chance to network and an 
opportunity to make friends in a non-
pledging brotherhood, e-mail; 
zbt@zbtnational.org or call Mike Simon 
at 317-334-1898 
FORECLOSURES 
YOUR AREA! BEST HOMES! 
BEST DEALS! CALL TOLL FREE: 
1-800-554-2335 EXT. CFF 
'87 CHRYSLER LEBARON 2-DOOR TURBO 
COUPE. 94K MILES. NEW A!X, POWER 
EVERYTHING, AM/FM CASSETTE, FOLD 
DOWN REAR SEATS, GOLD w/BURGUNDY 
night! No uniforms, flexible hours, full 1-------------~ 
time or part time Hours are 9:00-2:00 
SERVICES 
FREE RADIO 
+ $1250 
TRIM. CLEAN. RUNS GREAT! $2800. 
CALL 382-5922 
FOR RENT 
3BD, 2 2/1 BATH SPLIT HOUSE 
1 ROOM AVAILABLE $350 A MONTH 
UTILITIES & CABLE 7 MIN. FROM UCF 
CALL 977-1051 
ROOM FOR RENT (SUBLEASE) 
KNIGHTS CROSSING -PHASE III Mo. 
RENT =$385. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED 
FOR INFO CALL 787-264-7413 OR 718-
499-6167 
ROOM FOR RENT $300 
ALL INCLUDED BETWEEN 
ALOMA AND RED BUG 
LAKE HOWELL CONDOS. 260-9786 
Two rooms for rent. Nice neighborhood 
in Union Park area. Contact Robert 
407-372-6321 10121 Jepson St. 
Orlando 32825 
nightly from Wednesday thru Sunday 
Need car, be assertive, outgoing, and 
have smiling personality Wed have fun 
and the night goes by quickly! Join our 
team! Renee 977-0449 
VALET PARKING RUNNERS POSITION 
AVAILABLE. MUST BE IN SHAPE AND 
CLEAN CUT. SALARY RANGE $7-12 PER 
HOUR. IF INTERESTED CONTACT DOUG AT 
407-719-8730 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANCE 
NEEDED FOR LOCAL ASSISTED 
LIVING FACILITY (A.L.F.) SAN-
FORD AREA. ROOM FOR 
ADVANCEMENT FT./PT CALL 407-
330-9318 
Pff coordinator for French exchange 
summei.; program. Earn a good sup-
plement in come working Pff. Meet 
interesting people and make interna-
tional contacts. For information call 
LEC at 1-800-949-5596 
WILL TRAIN FUN, REUABLE, 
ENERGETIC PEOPLE TO 
TEACH RECREATIONAL GYMNASTICS 
CLASSES AND BIRTHDAY 
PARTIES AT KID'S GYM. 
CALL MY GYM @ 869-4965 
Landscape help needed part time 
positions, flexible hours. Enjoy 
Florida outdoors while it's cooler. 
Call 651-6666 for details. 
DONOR: CARING INFERTILE 
COUPLE SEEKS EGG DONOR. 30 
I 
Now SEEKING CAMPUS REPS. $9/HOUR 
8-12 HRS/WEEK. WORK ON-CAMPUS . 
CALL ROBERT 800-567-6247 
UCF Butokukan Club 
Learn an integrated system of mar-
tial arts from 5 black belt instructors. 
Coed beginners classes are now form-
ing, NO EXPERIENCE NECES-
SARY! Classes are M & Th 8-9:00 
pm in the Ed. Bldg's multipurpose 
room. Call 657.-3907 or 277-4408 for 
more info.Open 'house/Demo Th 1/21 
at 8:30 PM free refreshments! 
Fundraiser open to student groups & 
organizations. Earn$3-$5 per Visa/MC 
app. We supply all materials at no cost. 
Call for info or visit our website. 
Qualified callers receive a FREE 
Baby Boom Box. 
1-800-932-0528 x 65 
www.ocmconcepts.com 
ROOMMATES 
YEAR CAUCASIAN, 130 LB. SEND i--------------1 
PHOTO + DESCRIPTION, EDUCA-
TION, SPORT, HOBBY. $3500 COM-
PENSATION. PO BOX 202 16970-C 
ALAFAYAILAKE UNDERHILL 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE NEW 3/2 HOME. 2 
CAR GARAGE, PATIO, GATED, GOLF, 
TENNIS, FIT. CTR, POOL. No SMOKERS 
OR PETS $625/MTH + 1/2 UTILITIES, 
WATER, PHONE CALL 407-816-7173 
SAN CARLOS BLVD. FI MYERS, 
FL 33908. PROVIDE MEANS OF 
CONTACT. STRICT 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
HAVE FUN -RAISING FUNDS 
FOR YOUR 
CLUBS, TEAMS, & GROUPS 
EARN UP TO $500 OR MORE! 
PUT OUR 25 + YEARS OF FUNDRAISING 
SPECIAL RATE $299 PER MONTH ROOM 
AVAlLABLE AT KNIGHT'S KROSSING 3 
BDR. APART., LIVING AREA, DINlNG, WASH-
EXPERlENCE TO WORK FOR YOU. CALL ER/DRYER, FURNISHED. PLEASE CALL 1-
Now FOR DETAILS ON FREE CD OF YOUR 800-501-0021 OR 912-876-7433 SUSAN 
CHOICE. 1-800-592-2121 EXT.725 
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no more splitting 
headaches 
Free AT&T Call OrganizersM Service. 
Say good-bye to the hassle of splitting phone bills between 
roommates.* Plus, enjoy 10¢ a minute calls and get 100 
FREE minutes. 
Live off campus? Get FREE AT&T Call Organizer Service. 
Who says breaking up is hard to do. With our free AT&T Ill 
Call Organizer Service, we divide your monthly bill by · ~ I 
roommate: So you'll know who made what call when. -
AT&T One Rate® Off Peak*: Now you can stay in touch for the 
low price of ~0¢ a minute, from 7pm-7am weekdays and all weekend 
long. 25¢ a minute all other times. And there's no monthly fee.· 
What a relief! You and your roommates will love how AT&T makes 
your life easier. 
Sign up now and get 100 FREE minutes: 
Visit www.att.com/college 
or call I 800 654-0471 and mention offer code 66115 . 
• 
I t ' s a I I w i t h i n y o u r r e a c h .® AT&T 
Stuff our lawyer;> make us say: •Terms and cond1t1ons apply. A $3 monthly minimum usage charge wil l apply. Subject to billing availability. I 00 free minute offer based on becoming a new AT&T Residential Long Distance customer and 
select1rg the AT&T One Rate~ Plus Plan or AT&T One Ratee Off Peak Plan. Offer expires 2115/99 Call for details. © 1999 AT&T 
• 
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Knights rebound nicely 
after first TAAC loss 
TONY MEJIA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
UCF had lost its first conference 
game at Jacksonville State. Despite the 
best TAAC start in school history, you 
can bet Coach Lynn Bria was not 
pleased. Why? Because Bria wasn't 
pleased with a perfect 4-0 mark prior 
to the loss. 
"We still have a whole conference 
season in front of us and there are a lot 
of things we can be doing better," Bria 
said. "I never want to be satisfied. At 
least not until after the season." 
With that attitude, UCF could be 
playing well into March. Wit~ the sea-
son considered a work in progress, the 
Knights shook off the effects of their 
first defeat and overwhelmed Samford, 
76-59. Kate Fetzek and Chat 
McClendon each came off the bench to 
score 16 points and UCF shot 57 per-
cent in the second half in the Saturday 
afternoon win at Seibert Hall. 
In the win, Chariya Davis added 12 
points and 11 rebounds for UCF (9-7, 
5-1), while 
T.J. Williams added 11 points and 
four assists. Davis, who is second in 
the TAAC in scoring and assists (19.1 
ppg, 5.2 apg), also recorded four steals 
to move past Marcie Swilley as UCF's 
all-time leader. 
The Knights return home for a pair 
of key conference games against 
Mercer and Troy State. UCF is tied 
with TAAC-leader Jacksonville State 
in the loss column, but the Gamecocks -
have played two more games and 
therefore are 7-1. Troy State, UCF's 
Saturday night opponent, is right 
behind the Knights at 5-2 in TAAC 
play. 
UCF enters a stretch in which it 
will play five of its next seven games 
at home. The stretch starts against the 
Bears (6-11, 2-5) on Thursday night. 
Despite its poor record, Mercer has 
given up the least amount of points of 
anyone in the TAAC this year. The 
Bears also take full advantage of the 
three-point line, shooting the best per-
centage while leading in three-point 
field goal defense. Christen Edwards 
leads Mercer with a 15.3 points-per-
game average, while Jenny Sessor is 
third in the TAAC in three-pointers 
made. 
Troy State (6-11, 5-2), led by junior 
forward LaKeisha Parrish, is coming 
off a_ costly one-point loss against 
Georgia State. Parrish is averaging 15 
points and 7 .5 rebounds per contest, 
and will be a tough challenge for 
Khaliah Guillory, Camille Howard, 
LaToya Graham, and McClendon. 
UCF goes on the road next week to 
face Mercer and Troy State again, 
meaning the Knights will be very 
familiar with those two opponents by 
the time next week is over. 
Davis provides quiet leadership 
FROMPAGE24 
FUTURE FILE PHOTO 
Chariya Davis is one of UCF's links to the Jerry 
Richardson era. 
Chariya Davis is one of three Golden 
Knights remaining from the Richardson era. 
She started 24 games for UCF in '95-'96, 
leading the team in assists and being pivotal 
in UCF's run to the NCAA tournament. Her 
final game under Richardson was at the 
Dance, and that's where she wants to end her 
career this year. Sh~ was there for the tears, 
the pain, and the retribution, something .she'll 
take wiµi her all her life. 
Davis is a quiet leader. You will rarely see 
her rattled. Quietly, yet confidently, she han-
dles the ball in key situations. When you are 
the TAAC Pre-Season Player-of-the-Year, re-
writing school records, you don't have to say 
much. 
Chat McClendon and Kate Fetzek were 
also there for the difficulties starting over 
causes. Moving on has been their greatest 
obstacle. The rest of the Knights may not 
have been there when tragedy struck, but they 
were there for the period of adjustment, even 
today. Every day is an adjustment under Bria. 
Every day there is a lesson to be learned. 
Bria has recruited tremendous talent from 
all over the country. LaDonna Larry, Paula 
Nesbitt, Kelly Ely, Camille Howard, Nancy 
Richter, LaToya Graham, Khaliah Guillory, 
Leslie Deaton, and T.J. Williams all play a 
part in UCF's possible return to the NCAA 
Tournament. Once there, the Knights would 
play to win, or look towards next year if they 
lose, trying to learn from the experience and 
put another piece of the puzzle together. 
That's looking to far ahead, however, as this 
team does things one task at a time. 
Welcome to the world of UCF women's 
basketball, where you don't dwell on the 
good or the bad. Rather, you learn from it and 
move on. A blowout loss to Florida means as 
much as a tough win against Stetson. The first 
TAAC loss to JSU teaches lessons to be uti-
lized in a double-digit win at Samford. 
Everything serves a purpose, nothing is taken 
for granted, over-looked, or reveled in. 
Knowing this team's history would you 
expect anything else? 
More than anything, it's still basketball. 
Now that you've been properly introduced, 
make time for it. I know I will. 
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students get 
10% off 
all the time 
by showing 
student ID 
*Excludes Alcohol 
$2.00 off 
t;jf=' Don't Forget - Thursday 
Night Is College Night! 
monday steak 1nigh~ 
bourbon street steak · 2 for 1 
an 
• house sirloin 
it's 
and 
blo,ody marys & 
mimosas during 
sunday brunch 
10:30 a.m. - 3 p.m~ 
·· ··-.--. 
. easel 
for great deals and great fun, 
make it Applebee's 
12103 Collegiate Way • Orlando • 282-2055 • (right across from the University) 
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Trio of games will show UCF where it stands early 
FROM PAGE 24 
been victorious in one of their previous 
seven Classic games, after going 3-0 in 
1996. 
This year's tournament field will pro-
vide the Knights with an early test to see 
where they stand as Duke, South Alabama, 
and Rice line up opposite UCF. 
The Knights face Duke on Friday in the 
night-cap following the South Alabama-
Rice game. Tallahassee Community 
College transfer David Rankin makes his 
debut on the mound for the Knights against 
a Duke team that finished last season one 
win shy of the school record for victories at 
38-20. 
The Blue Devils are led by two 
Louisville Slugger TPX Pre-Season All-
- America Third-Team selections, shortstop 
Vaughn Schill and pitcher Stephen Cowen. 
Schill led the team with a .367 average and 
added 14 home runs and 48 RBI's, while 
Cowen posted an 11-2 record with a 2.85 
ERA and 111 strikeouts last year. 
On Saturday, the Knights play South 
Alabama in the first game of the day, which 
will be followed by the Duke-Rice 
matchttp. The Jaguars finished 42-19 last 
year, losing to national champion Southern 
Cal in the NCAA Regional final. UCF is 4-
3 against USA, with the last match-up end-
ing in a 6-5 victory for the Knights in the 
1995. NCAA Atlantic Regional. 
Freshman Justin Pope will start the game 
for the Knights against the Jaguars. Pope 
was drafted in the late rounds of the MLB 
Draft out of Welli.ngton High School, but 
decided to honor his commitment to UCF. 
B 
The Knights toughest test will come 
when they face the Rice Owls on Sunday in 
the tournament finale following the Duke-
South Alabama game. The Owls enter the 
game ranked sixth in the pre-season 
Baseball America poll. UCF has played 
Rice in two of the past three seasons, losing 
6-5 in 1996 and winning 4-3 last year. 
Troy Satterfield, the only regular starter 
returning for the Knights, will open against 
Rice. He posted a 5-3 record last year, while 
starting nine games. He had a 3.65 ERA 
while only walking 13 batters in 66.2 
innings. 
"We will get a chance to look at our 
entire pitching staff during the tournament 
because everyone will be on a pitch count," 
Bergman said. "We will be pretty good in 
the bullpen, but our problem could be in the 
middle relief. We're gonna move a lot of 
people around early in the -season." 
Despite the mass of players lost to the 
professional ranks, UCF still has a few 
players that put up impressive numbers last 
season. Left fielder Matt Bowser and closer 
Jason Arnold both earned Freshman All-
America honors. In addition, first base~an 
Dustin Brisson and ·second baseman Tim 
Boeth return to solidify the right side of the 
infield. However, _with the limited number 
of positions filled by returning players, 
Bergman1 is lroking for a few answers and 
some consistency in the Olive Garden 
Classic. 
"It's the first games of the season, so you . 
never know what to expect," Bergman said. 
"We're just looking for three good games. 
We need to find out how our young players 
will react to pressure." 
The UCF Golden Knights Baseball 
Team begins their .1999 season~ 
UCF 
Vs . 
Nicholls State 
Friday, February 5 @ 6:00 pm 
Saturday, February 6 @ 2:00 pm 
Sunday, February 7_@ 1:00 pm 
Games at Tinker Field 
(next to Citrus Bowl) 
For ticket information call: 
( 407) 823-1000 
Ticket Prices 
$4 for Adults 
$2 for 6-17 
-5 and under free 
UCF's Dustin 
Brisson will 
be a key 
returnee 
from last 
year's 41-
win squad 
which failed 
to make the 
NCAA 
Tournament. 
FuTURE FILE 
PHOTO 
._., 
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UCF picked to win fourth title in five years 
The 1999 Trans America Athletic Conference Baseball 
Preseason Poll has the University of Central Florida picked 
to win their fourth TAAC Championship in the last five 
years according to voting completed by each of the TAAC 
Head Coaches. 
UCF, TAAC Champions in 1997, 1996 and 1995, is the 
preseason favorite to win both the TAAC Regular-Season 
and Championship titles in 1999. The Golden Knights ( 41-
21 overall in 1998), receiving three first place votes to Troy 
State's four, finished atop the Trojans in the preseason poll 
due to six second-place votes to Troy State's one second-
place vote. 
Troy State University (37-21 overall) , finishing second 
in last year's TAAC Championship, is picked to finish sec-
ond in the regular-season standings while TAAC first-year 
member Jacksonville University (31-27 overall) is slated 
third in the preseason predictions. 
Florida Atlantic University and Stetson University round 
out the top five preseason poll while Mer-cer University is 
tabbed sixth according to league coaches. 
Jacksonville State .University and Georgia State 
University are predicted to finish seventh and eighth, 
respectively, with Campbell University and Samford 
University finished tied for ninth in the preseason poll. 
Centenary College completes the preseason predictions at 
the eleventh spot. 
The 1999 TAAC Baseball Season, beginning on March 
5-6 and concluding on May 14-15, features non-divisional, 
single round-robin play (30 TAAC contest~ per school) with 
the top six teams based on Conference winning percentage 
advancing to the TAAC Championship. The 1999 TAAC 
Championship, set for May 19-22 Wednesday-Saturday), is 
a six-team, four-day, double-elimination eventbeing held 
for the second straight year at the Osceola County Stadium 
in Kissimmee, Florida. 
1999 UCF baseball tickets available 
Tickets are now on sale for the 1999 UCF baseball sea-
son which will be played at Tinker Field in downtown 
Orlando. 
To purchase season tickets, good for all 25 home games, 
contact the UCF Athletic Ticket Office at ( 407) 823-1000. 
Ticket prices are as follows: $20.00 for senior citizens pass-
es, $30.00 for Knights Booster season passes, $40.00 for 
individual season passes and $50:00 for on-campus family 
passes (admission good for up to five family members). 
Individual game tickets, available by cash purchase only, 
will go on sale one hour prior to game time. Ticket prices 
are as follows: $4.00 for Adults, $2.00 for children ages 6-
1 7, and free admission for children 5 years of age & under 
and all UCF students with valid UCF I.D. 
All seating is general admission at Tinker Field. 
For those hoping to catch the Golden Knights compete 
against Duke, South Alabama and Rice in the 10th Annual 
Olive Garden Baseball Classic at Osceola County Stadium 
Jan.29-31, tickets can be purchased through Ticket Master 
at (407) 839-3900. Ticket prices are as follows: $5.00 for 
adults and $3.00 for children 17 & under and senior citi-
zens. Three-day passes are also available. 
Knights "pick up four more verbals 
This past weekend, UCF picked up four more verbal 
commitments, including Lakeland Kathleen linebacker 
Antione Poe. 
Joining Poe (6-0, 195) is Boyd Anderson CB Asante 
Samuel (5-11, 187), Walton DE/DT Doug Waller (6-4, 281) 
and South Plantation DT Jason Hollins (6-4, 245). 
Poe was a highly-recruited prospect until he suffered a 
devastating knee injury in his team's first game this year. 
Schools including Florida, Florida State and Miami backed 
off while UCF continued to recruit him. Poe canceled a visit 
to Indiana to come to UCF this weekend. He had 4.6 speed 
before hrs injury. 
UCF has 24 verbal commitments and will'sign 24 play-
ers on national signing day. The Knights likely will sign 
over that amount in the event some won't academically 
qualify or some will enroll at UCF in January. 
UCF also will sign some players who won't qualify and 
place them in junior college with the hopes of getting them 
back in two years. 
-TONY MEJIA 
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1<-NIGHT 
TIME 
ON 
SUNSHINE 
suA1VltME 
NETWORK 
·~'''"'~-.· For more insight into UCF sports check out 
our website @ www.sunshinenetwork.com we PlaYYouR Game 
www.SunShineNeTWorK.com 
Monday through Friday 
10:00 pm: Sunshine Network Live! A lively 1 hour round 
table sports talk including phone calls from you the fan! 
Wednesday January 27, 1999 
6:30 pm: Golden Knight Basketball with Coach Kirk Speraw 
7:00 pm: Indianapolis Ice @. Orlando Solar Bears (LIVE) 
Monday February 1, 1999 
9:00 am: Countdown to Signing Day 
Tuesday February 2, 1999 
9:00 pm: Golf: Dodge Celebrity Invitational 
Wednesday February 3, 1999 
6:30 pm: Golden Knight BasJ.\~tball with Coach Kirk Speraw 
11 :00 pm: Countdown to Signing Day Special 
Ticket Prices 
Adults $5.00 
Ages 13-17 $3.00 
12 and under free 
For more information call: 
( 407) 823-6006 
¥-
.. 
;f· 
(. 
, 
• 
• 
.. 
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$21 +/HR PT/FT 
Processing Mail! Free Supplies, Postage! 
Rush Self Addressed Stamped Envelop 
GMA/UCF 
P.O.Box 567443 
Atlanta, GA 31156 
Email: Signup@info.infomachine.com 
~~r~h~~~i~n~~~~sTRevi~w ~ 
prep with -
' SMALL CLASSES 
(10-15 MAX.) 
' EXPERT INSTRUCTION 
' NO VIDEOS all live 
instruction 
' FREE UNLIMITED ONE-ON-
ONE EXTRA HELP 
' ALL materials yours to keep 
' GUARANTEED Results 
~~CETON 
f"REVIEW 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (407) 647-6010 
l-800~2-REVI EW 
Coll your Mother, sh• misses you. 
s5999 ~·~ 
• Also Avo~oble in 100 & z·7:_::_1._!_"I ... ·.· ·{.~ 208 Minutes ... '. · n _.. .'j't 
• Mo !!rings etlached ~Jk_\.,.:, //f;. ': _,..: 
• Mo connedion thorge ;~g 
• Mo monthly billing ' · 
We also carry ~@@{E~ at Incredibly Low Pric,;.sl 
· Music CDs 
All Billboard Top 40 CDs only 
?;fIJ,/b? each ... @Wfjfq ®&11/U 
Sports Nutrition le--te\t.r~ Grape 11u1r 
Oli• ................................. .. . . $39.99 
lhHriQ .. ............... , •••••••.•...••..•.•• • .SS9.99 
Vo" Sor• . . . ... , , ... , . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . $20.001 
~mun Nulrition J~. ~~~-~~~".~ .. ~~-' ........... $9.99 ' 
liiltria ....................................... 516.ff 
Vo• Son ................. . .... . ........ . $1.00/ 
Pow« 8qr Athletic 
r.?J:,~. ~~r. ~~~~ .................... $23.99 
~..!~.;;. ·.-.-. .. -.·.·:::::::.::::::.·:.·:: .. ·:.:. , ;i.4~r, 
~="Protein 
a-louDtiu ............................. $19.99 
~:;n;.;~; · :. : .. .-.· ·· · -· -.-.-.-.-. .-.-.-.-::·:_·::::.12J»rn 
, . --· I ~~-
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MEN'S HOOPS NOTEBOOK 
UCF falls at Centenary 
Centenary 's Ronnie McCollum and Ed 
Dotson scored 24 points a piece to lead the 
Gents to an 87-80 win over a Brad Traina-less 
UCF team on Saturday afternoon. 
UCF was without leading scorer Traina, . 
who could not play because of a stress fracture 
in his leg. Also out was backup center Davin 
Granberry (shoulder). In addition to those 
absences, five Knights were suffering from the 
flu, including starters D'Quarius Stewart, 
Mario Lovett and Cory Perry. 
Still, UCF hung around, getting to within 
one point at 78-77 with under three minutes 
remaining. However, Centenary (9-8, 5-2) 
made all the plays down the stretch to hand 
UCF (10-8, 6-2) the short-handed defeat. 
"We had no life to us and in some ways I'm 
extremely disappointed we didn't overcome 
that," Coach Kirk Speraw said. "You have to 
put that out of your head and.we can't use that 
as an excuse. It's a built-in excuse for failure. 
"On the other hand we battled back and got 
into a position to win the game but just didn't 
hit the key shots." 
UCF stayed close primarily because of the 
efforts of reserve power forward Beronti 
Simms, who scored a career-high 27 points on 
lZ:-of-13 shooting. UCF shot 56 percent (31 of 
55) for the game, but Centenary was better 
shooting 62 percent. _Mc Collum needed seven 
free-throws to set the NCAA record for con-
secutive makes (64), but missed his first 
attempt of the game to snap his streak of 58 
straight successful free throws. He then mad~· 
his next seven attempts to start a new streak. 
Three other Knights scored in double fig-
ures, including Perry (14), Stewart (13) and 
Jason Thornton (11). 
Haven't got time for the pain· 
Medic, medic .... UCF is playing tonight. 
That's been the story for the Golden 
Knights this season, who at the very least 
could use a good herb doctor to cure their flu 
bug. 
Speraw can only shake his pead at what's 
happened to his team this year. UCF may not 
have lost many players for games this season, 
but the number of players who have played 
with pain is substantial. 
"Every day it's something else," Speraw 
said. "It's gotten to the point where it's like 
who's next, when will it happen, and what will 
it be. At the same time, we can't use it as an 
excuse. To this point, we haven't. I've been 
real proud of the way we've played through 
it." 
Traina and Granberry, who both missed the 
game at Centenary, were really starting to 
make their mark this season. Traina is third in 
the TAAC in scoring and is one of the league's 
top three-point threats, while Granberry has 
increased his rebound totals and was starting to 
come into his own as a low-post scoring threat. 
Both will have to recover for UCF to be 
deep and effective enough to make a run at the 
TAAC crown and the NCAA tournament. 
TAAC race tightens up 
Centenary's victory over UCF and 
Samford's subsequent domination of Georgia 
State opened the gap between the Bulldogs arid 
the rest of th€ league, but closed the margin 
between those teams chasing the . top dog. 
Samford is 8-0 going into their game with 
the Knights, who are sitting in second place in 
the league at 6-2. Centenary is 5-2, Stetson is 
5-:-2, while the pre-season favorite Panthers are 
currently fifth at 5-3. Surprise, 
surprise ... . Campbell is si~th, sporting a 4-4 
TAAC mark, with two of the losses corning to 
the G?lden Knights. 
Quote of the Week 
"I'm afraid of every team. We can't afford 
to look past anybody," Speraw said when 
asked if he was apprehensive about playing 
currently winless Jacksonville State on the 
road, following a big game against Samford, 
with it being the fourth game UCF would play 
in ten days-prime characteristics of a possible 
upset. 
-TONY MEJIA 
UCF depth a key in upset bid 
FROM PAGE 24 
best penetrator and defender. He's averaging 
13.9 points per game . 
If Samford does have a weakness it's 
rebounding, as the Bulldogs are last in the 
TAAC in that department. Another area to 
watch is how effective Samford is down the 
stretch if UCF plays them close. Rawlings, 
Salyers, Daniel, Lopez, and forward Boyd 
Kaiser play the majority of the team's minutes, 
with only sophomore Corey Green seeing sig-
nificant playing time off the bench. That lack of 
depth could hurt them against a deep UCF 
team. 
Win or lose, UCF has one more road game 
to play following the Samford contest. The 
Knights will play their fourth straight away 
from home against Jacksonville State (5-12, 0-
7), who is on the opposite end of the spectrum 
from the Bulldogs, having lost every confer-
ence game thus far. JSU is led by guard Marlon 
Gurley, who averages 15.1 points per game . 
"Every team scares me," Speraw said. "We 
can't take any team for granted in this league. I 
don't know why they haven't won yet. I know 
(JSU coach) Mark Turgeon and he's a good 
coach and a. great competitor. We won't take 
them lightly." 
Still the luster of ,this week for the Knights 
comes Thursday night, at Siebert Hall, against 
Samford-the TAAC's new powerhouse. 
FUTURE FILE PHOTO 
Beronti Simms' 12-for-13 shooting performance against 
Centenary is the third best in UCF history. 
• 
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The TAAC LeaderbOard 
MEN'S HOOPS WOMEN'S· HOOPS 
Team Standings Team Standings 
Conference Overall Conference Overall 
W-L Pct PF PA W-L Pct PF PA - W-L Pct PF PA W-L Pct PF PA 
Samford ............ . .778 76.7 64.4 Jacksonville State .. 7-1 .875 72.1 63.5 10-7 .588 70.2 69.5 
Central Florida .... . .556 72. 7. 71. 7 Central Florida ... .. 5-2 .833 77.0 67.5 9-7 .563 69.3 69.9 
Centenary ......... .. .529 65.2 69.0 Troy State ......... . 5-2 .714 68.9 67.7 6-11 .353 65.1 76.5 
Stetson ............ . .529 69.5 67.0 Campbell ........... . 4-3 
-?71 65.9 64.0 8-9 .471 66.3 .65.9 
Georgia State ...... . .526 76.1 74.9 Stetson ............ . 3-3 .500 65.0 67.0 5-11 .313 64.1 68.1 
Campbell ........... . 
Mercer ....•......... 
Jacksonville ........ . 
Florida Atlantic .•.. 
.389 63.6 72.3 . . W•'-GeQt;~. State ...... . 
.333 64.9 "~ .~ \fa Mercer ....... : . .:,. •... 
.375 66~~ . 70.4 ~t\rFlorlda Atla~t 
.294 . ''t75.o 84.9 . ''§@;nl{ord. .. ! ... , •• : 
3-4 .429 67.9 72.7 7-8 .467 69.3 71,3 
2-5 .286 59.0 64.0 6-11 .353 60.6 65.6 
1-6 .143 73.0 76.9 3-14 .176 70.0 76.9 
.143 68.9 74.4 2-15 .118 67.2 76.8 
Troy State ......... . .278,~fr 74.7 S3.6 · 
Jacksonville State .. 
8-0 1.000 81.1 63.4 14-4 
6-2 .750 81.0 70.5 to-8 
6-2 .750 71.1 69.4 9-8 
5-2 .714 73.7 66.9 9-8 
6-3 .667 81.6 78.4 to-9 
4-4 .500 69.3 73.4 7-11 
3-6 .333 67.9 72.9 6-12 
2-5 .286 64.0 72.2 6-10 
2-6 .250 74.9 81.4 5-12 
2-6 .250 71.4 80.9 5-13 
0-8 .000 63.6 73.3 5:12 .2 . 72.J 2}/l 
' ;"'.'l ~;· •• 
Scoring 
Scoring 
Player-Team !! FG 
1.Arnette, Damon-FAU ...... . 
2.McCollum, Ronnie-CENT ... . 
3.Traina, Brad-UCF ........ . 
"" 4.Reese, Anton-GSU. ....... . 
5.Rawlings, Reed-SAM ..... .. 
6.Christopher, Eugene-TSU.. 
7.Davis, Garrett-STET ..... . 
8.Rushing, Robert-TSU .... .. 
9.Slaughter, Calvin-JU .... . 
to.Raines, Joey-TSU ........ . 
Player-Team y 
1.Adamson, Mark-MER ........ 18 65 
2.Singletary,Sebastian-STET ... 17 52 
3.Arnette, Damon-FAU. ...... 17 55 
4.Hampton, Santos-STET ...... 17 67 
5.Slaughter, Calvin-JU ..... 16 37 73 
6.Simmons, Jamie-CAM ....... 18 48 64 
7.Lovett, Mario-UCF ........ 18 45 66 
8.Dotson, Ed-CENT .......... 17 40 61 
9.Christopher, Eugene-TSU .. 18 27 79 
10.Fowler, Wes-JSU .......... 17 44 52 
Assis.ts 
Player-Team !! A Avg/G 
1.Perry, Cory-UCF.......... 18 . 
2.Law, Tim-CENT............ 17 
3.Layton, Wes-CAM.......... 18 
4.Haynes, Mario-STET....... 15 
5.Lopez, Mario-SAM......... 18 
6.Salyers, Marc-SAM........ 18 
7.Powell, Cedric-FAD....... 17 
Willie, Rashard-JSU...... 17 
9.Daniels, Nekolus-TSU ..... 18 
to.Davis, Garrett-STET...... 17 
Each year .•• 
89 4.94 
84 4.94 
82 4.56 
54 3.60 
63 3.50 
62 3.44 
56 3.29 
56 3.29 
59 3.28 
55 3.24 
up to half a million people contract 
Volunteers Needed. We iu-e conducting a 
Clinical Research Study of an invcstigational drug 
for the treatment of genital herpes. Participants must 
be at least 18 years of age, and have experienced at 
least 4 episodes of genital herpes within the last year. 
Compensation paid for your participation. *Cu"ent 
symptoms are not required to participate. 
For More Information, Call: -
ORLANDO CLINICAL 
RESEARCH CENTER 
( 4J)7) 240-7878 
y FG 3FG FT Pt Avg/G 
7 115 376 22.1 
11 76 305 19.1 
0 42 246 16.4 
43 72 255 15.9 
2 77 237 15.8 
26 34 260 15.3 
13 56 243 15.2 
102 12 39 255 15.0 
91 0 56 238 14.0 
88 0 46 222 13.1 
Rebounding 
y 
y 
I.Mehaffey, July-GSU~~~:~t• 13 
2.Davis, Chariya-UCF ...... : 16 
3. Tomlinson, Clarissa-SAM ... 17 
4.Mosley, Rita-FAU. ........ 17 
5.Cochran, Aimee-SAM ....... 17 
6.Dyson, Cher-STET ......... 16 
7 .Edwards, Christen-MER .... 17 
8.Washington, Janice-CAM .... 17 
9.Mayes, Heather-JSU ....... 16 
1 O.Moore, Sara-CAM .......... 17 
·; & 
______ Her_e's What To Do: l) LO<i ON 10 
sponsored by COLLS<iSSiUt>SN1.COM 
cs4'saoo1eS1o~e 2) seLec1 YOUte S<:JIOOL 
QUl<:tc/l\USIC.C0/4 
· 3) <iO 10 11'1£ 
w J1'1' 1' APIO 'CO/f\PU1Ete s1oiee}! 
4) Enter to win the 
X1~E/f\E S1UPEN1 SYS1E/f\ 
from iDOT and collegestudent.com 
<:ON11SS'T ENt>S JANUA,Y 31Si 
OF DEF TOT Avg/G 
86 94 180 10.6 
- 54 99 153 9.0 
53 93 146 8.6 
61 67 128 8.5 
45 78 123 7.7 
43 85 128 7.5 
58 54 112 7.5 
40 76 116 6.8 
34 67 101 6.7 
41 63 104 6.5 
A Avg/G 
68 5.23 
80 5.00 
83 4.88 
80 4.71 
73 4.29 
65 4.06 
69 4:06 
68 4.00 
59 3.69 
62 3.65 
ALSO A'T 
www.collegestudent.com ••• 
@@!l~~G)@li)fi.-@®fill 
pr«Sdi'ts: A 
2 . C_J,E,BTS E 
NHL• At.1..-STAR 
fflBlllilfltfi.lmJ 
FE~IS1SF 10 WIN 1JC::)C£1S 10 BILLY 
JOQ. ANP 7.te N.,L ALL-S1AF ~A/t\e 
<:OLL£<iSS10t>£N7.C'0/1\ 
•YOU~ OWL.IN!! C::AM.PIJS C:OMUN11Y-
• 
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Lovett not only a card, but jack of all trades 
TRAVIS BELL 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Very few collegiate basketball 
players have the skills to play 
every position, but then again, 
very few people are like UCF for-
ward Mario Lovett. Lovett is one 
of the limited number of players 
that has the confidence and skills 
to play every position. At least 
that's what he says, which with 
Lovett doesn't mean much, since 
he says a lot. 
"You can't believe a word 
Mario says," jokes Coach Kirk 
Speraw. "He's always running his 
mouth. It never stops, not in the 
locker room or in games. That's 
just his personality." 
While Lovett talks a big game, 
the 6-foot-6, 225-pounder has 
what it takes to back up his run-
ning commentary. He's proved to 
be effective at any position, and 
has especially taken a liking to 
point guard, a position all power 
forwards aspire to play, but few 
can pull off like Lovett can. 
"I ran it (the point) in practice 
a couple of times," Lovett said. "I 
ran it a little bit in the McNeese 
State game. It's no thing. I can 
handle it out there. I think it's _ 
fun." 
With Cory Perry and 
D'Quarius Stewart logging the 
majority of minutes running the 
team, the junior power will have 
to settle for being UCF's weapon 
in breaking an opposing team's 
press. Not that that's his lone 
attribute. The junior forward has 
blossomed into a solid starter and 
scoring threat for the Knights after 
averaging only 5.7 points per 
game during each of his first two 
seasons. Now he is putting up 
nearly I 0 points per game, and 
leads the team in rebounding, 
pulling down 6.2 per game. 
Still, Lovett wishes that he 
could handle the ball more and run 
the point or play more on the 
wing, but will do anything to help 
the team win. Whether he is play-
ing point guard or power forward, 
he just wants to be on the court 
contributing. 
"I came to UCF to play the 
three, and they converted me to a 
four man," Lovett said. "I didn't 
really wantto play the four when I 
first came in as a freshman, but I 
had no choice. I just wanted to be 
on the court, and now I'm just 
playing my game." 
Lovett has proved that he has 
earned the right to play nearly 30 
minutes per game, doing whatever 
UCF needs him to do. He is shoot-
ing .538 from the field and .700 
from the free throw line. He is sec-
ond in blocks, third in assists, and 
fourth in steals. But most impor-
tantly, since he is such a good ball 
handler, he is able to create fast-
break opportunities that many 
other big men can't. 
"We kind of run a pseudo point 
with him, and he's pretty free to 
rebound the ball and bring it in 
transition," Coach Kirk Speraw 
said. "You see him leading the 
break quite a bit. When you see 
someone his size handling the ball 
like he does it's pretty impres-
sive." 
Lovett had his best game of 
the season during a 19-point vic-
tory over Stetson on January 16. 
He connected on 7-of-8 field 
goals and all ·four of his free 
throws for a career-high 19 points, 
and he pulled down· a team-high 
eight rebounds. However, Lovett 
was praised more for his defensive. 
effort in that game after helping 
hold Se,bastian Singletary to just 5 
points, on 2-of-7 shooting from 
A\\ Da1, ll-ain 
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Junior Mario Lovett, recruited to play small forward for UCF, has filled in 
admirably as a power forward, but is also adept in shooting and ball hand· 
ing skills reminiscent of an oversized point guard. 
the field. 
"I just use my quickness in the 
post, and try not to.let the postman 
catch it," Lovett said. "I feel that if 
I get behind any post player, 
they're gonna score on me, so I 
use my quickness to my advan-
tage." 
. His lockdown of Singletary 
came two days after Lovett held 
the Jacksonville's leading scorer, 
Calvin Slaughter, to just five 
points in another UCF blowout 
victory. 
Nevertheless, Lovett's defense 
has been overlooked all season 
because he has rarely had a bad 
defensive effort. In his first major 
defensive test of the season, he 
held Auburn's Chris Porter to only 
two points on l-of-4 shooting. 
Then just a few games later, he 
held Miami's Tim James to just 
eight points, despite the fact that 
he is averaging nearly a double-
double for the season. Those are 
two of the country's top power 
forwards combining for just I 0 
points. 
"Mario has been playing very 
good defense all year long," 
Speraw said. "He has stepped out 
there, and he has been very con-
sistent with his defensive effort. 
Mario is doing an awfully good 
job at the four spot." , 
Not only has Lovett's low-post 
play improved his own numbers, · 
it has helped free up Brad Traina 
and D'Quarius Stewart on the 
perimeter. Traina and Stewart 
have combined for over 30 points 
per game during the Knights 6-2 
start in the Trans America Athletic 
Conference, and they have been 
able to rely on Lovett and the 
other low-post players to pick up 
the scoring inside. 
"When they key in on DQ and 
Brad, I get open shots," Lovett 
said. "Most of the big men will 
help out against them, so we can 
get an easy lay-up." 
No matter whether it's a lay-up 
or a three-pointer, Lovett will find 
a way to score. Or if it means run-
ning the point or posting up a pre-
mier forward, Lovett will do 
whatever it takes for the team to 
win. The opposition can't sleep on 
Lovett anymore, not that he would 
let them, since it difficult not to 
notice him, and impossible not to 
hear him. 
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Knights prepare for showdown with Samford 
Senior Brad 
Traina 
appears to 
be a game· 
time 
decision for 
every 
contest 
remaining 
on UCF's 
schedule. He 
missed 
· Saturday's 
loss at 
Centenary. 
FlrrURE FILE 
PHOTO 
TONY MEJIA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
In what is probably the biggest game 
of the regular season to date, UCF limps 
in to Samford on Thursday night, literal-
ly. 
The Golden Knights have been deci-
mated by injuries and illness all season 
long, but have overcome the setbacks to 
post the TAAC's second-best record. 
However, Samford is picking up right 
where the departed College of 
Charleston left off, as the Bulldogs are 
undefeated and have dominated confer-
ence opponents, outscoring them by an 
average of nearly 18 points. They will 
not be sympathetic to UCF's woes. 
Brad Traina missed the contest 
against Centenary, an 87-80 UCF _loss, · 
because of problems with his foot, 
which has already been diagnosed as a 
stress fracture. Davin Granberry has 
missed the last two games because of a 
separated shoulder, and starters Cory 
Perry, Mario Lovett, and D' Quarius 
Stewart all were feeling the effects of 
UCF meets the 
unbeaten Bulldogs 
for the only time 
this season. 
the flew against the Gents. With a couple 
of days to heal, UCF (10-8, 6-2) could 
be with all their players for the pivotal 
encounter against Samford (14-4, 8-0), 
but how effective those players will be 
can't be assessed. What can be assessed, 
is that if UCF isn't playing to its full 
capacity, it is in trouble. 
Samford leads the TAAC in scoring, 
least points allowed, field goal percent-
age, 3-point shooting, 3-po~nters made, 
and assists. Junior forward Reed 
Rawiings has emerged as a candidate for 
Player-of-the-Year honors, leading the 
Bulldogs in scoring (18.l-5th in TAAC), 
rebounding (5. l-13th), steals (1.89-8th), 
and 3-point field goal percentage 
(44.0%-4th). Rawlings is also third in 
the conference in field goal percentage 
(55.6%), but teammate Marc Salyers 
leads the TAAC in that category (56.5). 
"Rawlings and Salyers are skilled big 
men," UCF Coach Kirk Speraw said. 
"They play well facing the basket, and 
with their backs to it. They rebound 
well, play good defense, pass exception-
ally for big people, but most of all 
'they're tremendous shooters . 
"In fact, their whole. team can shoot 
the three-pointer. That's what makes 
them so effective. They run a motion 
offense and any one of their five guys 
can score if you leave them open." 
In addition to Salyers, the 6-foot-8 
center who is second on the team in 
scoring (14.8) and assists (3.44), 
Samford's backcourt of Mario Lopez 
and Will Daniel shoots and defends well. 
Lopez is fifth in the TAAC in assists and 
is tough on opposing point guards, while 
Daniel, last year's leading scorer, has 
made 47 3-pointers, and . is Samford's 
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Knights open 
season at Olive 
Women's team embodies 
coaches perseverance 
Garden Classic 
TRAVIS BELL 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF Golden Knights baseball team begins its 
season this Friday in the ninth annual Olive Garden 
Classic in Kissimmee. This year's UCF squad has a 
much different look from the 1998 team that went 41-
21, but missed the NCAA Tournament for the first 
time 'since 1994. 
Ten players from the 1998 
team were drafted in the Major 
League Baseball Draft, leaving 
the Knights very young and inex-
perienced heading into the season 
opener. Still, in the TAAC pre-
season poll, UCF was selected as 
the favorite to go to the NCAA 
Tournament. 
"We lost a lot of experience Bergman 
(from last season)," Coach Jay 
Bergman said. "We had guys who had been in situa-
tions, and they knew what to do. Now we just have to 
roll them out there and see what happens." 
The rolling commences in Kissimmee, with UCF's 
annual appearance in the Olive Garden Classic round-
robin baseball tournament. UCF has played in each of 
the previous eight Olive Garden tournaments, amass-
ing a 12-19 record. However, the Knights have only 
TRIO, Page 19 
TONY MEJIA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
I'll start this piece off with a 
bit of honesty- I don't watch a lot 
of women's basketball. It has 
nothing to do with the game (it's 
still basketball) or the fact that it's 
· women playing (it's still basket-
ball). It's just that I focus on ihe 
men's game so much it leaves me 
time for little else. 
However, for UCF's women's 
basketball team, I may just have 
to make time. 
I recently witnessed my first 
women's game of the year, a · 
tightly contested win against 
Stetson. What impresses me the 
most about the team is head 
coach Lynn Bria. She's got a 
lovely smile, but you rarely see it. 
Not even after wins. See, Bria is 
always looking to the next chal-
lenge, trying to find a way to 
improve. It's why her teams have 
improved every season she's been 
here. It's why, with four more · 
wins, Bria will become the sec-
ond-winningest head coach in the 
history of the University of 
Central Florida, ironically pass-
ing Jerry Richardson, the man 
who brought her here. 
Marvelous Mario Women's hoops 
UCF's talkative forward The Golden Knights return 
Mario Lovett fills in as a home for two games with 
jack of all trades. a 5-1 TAAC record. 
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Richardson tragically died in an 
automobile accident before start-
ing his fifth season at UCF's head 
coach. Bria, as the story goes, 
was driving .in from Texas to 
commence her term as an assis-
tant coach under Richardson 
when she got wind of the horrible · 
news. Not knowing what to do, 
Bria did what those who know 
her better now know was the only 
thing she could do, she perse-
vered, kept driving and ventured 
into a situation she knew nothing 
about. She stayed on as an inter-
im coach under difficult circum-
stances, picking up the pieces 
with a broken-hearted team. 
UCF fared better under those cir-
cumstances than anyone would 
have expected, finishing 13-15. 
The next year, with the interim 
title removed, Bria led the 
Knights to a 17-11 finish, second 
in the TAAC. However, an upset 
loss to Georgia State prevented 
UCF from making the conference 
final. Rebuild, reload, regroup, 
call it what you want, but Bria 
FUTURE FILE PHOTO 
was fixated on taking UCF to the 
next level this year. Want to bet 
against her? 
UCF coach Lynn Bria has been instrumental in contin· 
uing the success of the women's basketball program. DAVIS, Page 18 
Recruiting update Get your hoops fix 
Look to see what waves Game stories from UCF 
UCF is making in the men's and women's 
recruiting pool. basketball action. 
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